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Judge‘s Order
In Shepard Case
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) —The
Wyoming Press Association on Nov.
11 applauded a move by a judge to
allow media access to proceedings
involving two women charged in the
beating death of Matthew Shepard.
"We‘re pleased that the judge
agreed that some space should be re—
served for the media, which serves
as the eyes and ears of the public in a
trial," said Angus Thuermer, presi—
dent of the association. "We sug—
gested what we thought were
reasonable steps to keep media ac—
cess to the trial open while protect—
ing the rights of the defendants to a
fair trial."
Second District Judge Jeffrey
Donnell of Albany County ruled that
seats would be set aside for report—
ers for state district court proceed—
ings for Kristen LeAnn Price, 18, and
Chasity Vera Pasley, 20:
Donnell ruled that 24 seats would
be set aside for media who had ap—
plied for and were given credentials,
if space allows.
The judge also ordered that if the
courtroom is largely filled by trial
participants, such as by potential ju—
rors during jury selection, access
might be limited to three media rep—
resentatives who would provide pool
..coveragefor other media outlets.
in early November, the Wyoming
Press Association asked Donnell and
other court officers to allow one pool
«video.camera and three pool still
camerasin the courtroom and to set
aside 50 seats for reporters.
Although the judge did agree to
allowing fewer than the requested
number of seats, he ruled if extra
space is available, members of the
media without credentials will be al—
lowed seats.
He denied the request for cameras
— video and still cameras — and
also prohibited audio recorders,
laptop computers, cellular phones
and other electronic equipment.
Price and Pasley waived their
right to a preliminary hearing. Each
is charged with accessory after the
fact in the first—degree murder of
Shepard, a University of Wyoming
freshman political science major au—
thorities say was attacked in partbe—
cause he was Gay.
Shepard died Oct. 12, five days
after his skull was fractured so se—
verely doctors could not operate. He
was found tied to a split—rail fence
about a mile east of Laramie. The
bicyclist who found Shepard thought
at first he was a scarecrow decorat—
ing the fence for Halloween.
The boyfriends of the two
women, Aaron James McKinney, 21,
and Russell Arthur Henderson, 21,
are both charged with first—degree
_ murder. Henderson waived his right
to a preliminary hearing.
McKinney‘s preliminary hearing
was scheduled Nov. 19 in the Albany
County Courthouse in Laramie.

Flushes Virus
By Joseph B Verrengia
AP Science Writer
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Anti—Gay Strategy Backfires as Voters
Re—elect Gay Supportive Candidates and
Reject Right—wing

Backed

Candidates

onto the GOP leadership.
search Council are now blaming
WASHINGTON — Just as the
"Right—wing political leaders
the GOP election losses on mod—
Human Rights Campaign (HRC)
are deluding themselves if they
eration.
has been predicting for months,
think their divisive messages are
An HRC poll released on July
Congressional eandidates who are
not responsible the losses. Even
30, conducted by the polling firm
supportive of Gay and Lesbian
after a series of stinging defeats, the
equality won overwhelmingly, — Penn, Schoen, and Berland, warned
far right is still demanding that the
that dire political consequences
while candidates who ventured too
GOP leadership continue the los—
awaited the GOP if they continued
far to the right were resoundingly
ing strategy of dividing America.
rejected by voters. 90 percent of down their path of anti—Gay rheto—
If the GOP leadership continues to
ric and discriminatory legislation.
HRC endorsed candidates won
adopt Bauer‘s strategy, surely they
Among the key findings:
their races, compared to only 46
will fail," said HRC Wxecutive Di—
* 48 percent of voters said that
percent of candidates backed by
they would be "less likely" to vote
rector Elizabeth Birch.
Gary Bauer‘s ultra—conservative
for a Congressperson who voted to
Gary Bauer, head of the Family
~Campaign for Working Families,
Research Council, said that the de—
overturn President Clinton‘s execu—
accordingto HRC.~__
feats were due to the GOP "bailing
The election results, which in— tive order banning jobdiscrimina—
tion against Gays. Only 17 percent
out on social issues." Christian
cluded a five seat pick—up for
Coalition‘s Randy Tate echoed
ofrespondents said overturning the
House Democrats, suggested a re—
executive order would make them
Bauer and declared that the GOP
jection of the mean—spirited, anti—
"more likely"to votefor their Con—
will continue to suffer if they did
Gay rhetoric and legislation that
gress—person. The Hefley Amend—
not move further right. "If the
was promoted by religious politi—
ment,
which
would
have
106th Congress does not immedi—
cal extremists. Exit polls by the
ately take up pro—family, conserva—
Washington Post illustrated the
overturned the executive order, was
defeated 252—176. Of the 235 rep—
tive issues and talk about them, not
trend toward moderation by report—
resentatives who opposed the just for one day, but day in and day
ing that the proportion of voters
amendment and ran for re—election,
out, if they don‘t do these things,
who describe themselves as conser—
things will get worse before they
vative dropped 6 percent compared
233 were re—elected. Rep. Jon Fox
(R—Pa.) was defeated by HRC
get better for them [GOP Congres—
with 1994.
backed Democrat Joe Hoeffel and
sional leaders]," said Christian
"American voters rejected the
HRC endorsed Jay Johnson (D—
Coalition Executive Director
mean—spirited, anti—Gay positions
Wis.) was defeated by Republican
Randy Tate in the Washington
that have been expressed through—
out this election season, and regis—
Mark Green.
*~Post:
tered their dissatisfaction at the
* The poll asked how the recent
The dissention caused by the
polis," said HRC Executive Direc—
attacks on Gay Americans by the
uncompromising right wing inten—
GOP affected the respondents sified after two leaders, Paul
tor Elizabeth Birch.
"In most cases where the voters , opinion of the Republican party. 40
Weyrich of the Free Congress
percent said their opinion was "less
had a choice, they picked the mod—
Foundation and James Dobson,
favorable." Only 18 percent said
erate, fair—minded candidate. This
head of Focus on the Family, said
anti—Gay rhetoric made their im—
should be a clear message to the
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R—
pression of the party "more favor—
Republican leadership: Extreme
Ga.) and the rest of the House lead—
able."
right candidates don‘t make good
ership should be ousted.
s
candidates. The GOP must stop
* According to the poll, Ameri—
As the right wing counted their
taking orders from religious politi—
cans overwhelmingly believed that
losses, 90 percent of Human Rights
cal organizations, including the
the anti—Gay rhetoric was divisive.
Campaign endorsed candidates
62 percent said they believed that
Christian Coalition and the Fam—
were elected, winning 171 out of
ily Research Council," Birch said.
the recent public "discussion" on
189 elections. HRC—backed candi—
This past summer, right wing
the equality of Gay Americans
dates — 173 Democrats, 16 Repub—
Republican members of Congress
hurts the country and fosters a cli—
licans and one independent— were
introduced a stream of anti—Gay
mate of intolerance and hostility,
victorious in every region of the
measures, all of which were de—
while just 24 percent of say it helps
country. The victories of Gay—
feated. An expensive ad campaign
the country.
friendly candidates stood in stark
attacking Gay Americans was also
Just as the electorate shifted
contrast to the rejection of candi—
taken out this summer by 18 right
away from right—wing extremism
dates backed by Gary Bauer‘s far—
wing political organizations —
on Nov. 3, religious political activ—
right Campaign for Working
many of which, such as the Chris—
ists tried to shift the blame for the
Families. Bauer—backed candidates
tian Coalition and the Family Re—
losses away from themselves and
See Election on page 5

Federal researchers have used a
new approach to rinse the AIDS
virus from one of its most stubborn
cellular hiding places in a few pa—
tients.
However, it is too early to tell
whether the virus still lurks in other
parts of the body, and whether the
highly experimental treatment
might ever be useful, said Dr. An—
thony Fauci and other researchers
at the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases.
Fauci‘s team added interleukin—
2, an immune system stimulant, to
the cocktail of powerful HIV drugs
that have been effective in killing
large volumes ofthe virus in AIDS
patients.
.
The new combination appears to
have removed HIV below detect—
able levels in a specific type of im—
mune cell circulating in the blood
of three of the 26 patients in the
study.
In one patient, there was no trace
of the virus in the lymph nodes, the
researchers said.
Fauci said it will take years of
* follow—up studies to determine if
‘the treatment works. And the ap—
See Traeatment on page 14
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Too Gay?
Commentary by Vincent Astor
How Gay is too Gay? We have this argu—
ment every year around time for Pride. So
and so declares, loudly, "Those people do
not represent me!" Picture a "Cathy" type
character with mouth open, tongue out and
sweat drops in an aureole around her face.
"We want to be just like everyone else! We
are just like everyone else!"
I have no alternative but to think that those
"proud" assimilationist Gays and Lesbians
must hate themselves an awful lot to think
that there exists a concept of "too Gay." It
is an excuse to exclude drag queens, diesel
dykes, anybody in non—fashion leather and
anybody who doesn‘t wear exactly what
Tommy Hilfiger has said is cool. How is
anybody gonna know about "just like every—
one else" if nobody is out there to prove it?
The trouble with mobilizing the Gay and
Lesbian community is that we cross all bor—
ders. A "flannel shirt" Lesbian may not rep—
resent me as well as me does, but we have
many of the same needs. We also have the
same right to be seen and heard. That‘s what
the movement is all about, the right to be
ourselves and be treated just like everyone
else.
My point is, Gays and Lesbians are dif—
ferent. One may have a lot of habits in com—
mon with parents, one may have a lot of
opinions in common with Republicans, one
may have a lot of priorities in common with
mixed married couples and one may have
religious preferences in common with South—

ern Baptists. This does not eradicate the fun—
Opinions expressed in editorials,
damental difference. We prefer the company,.
companionship, spousal relationship, friend—
commentaries and letters
ship and sexual relations of those of the same
sex. Period. We are different. Even the most
are those of the authors.
vanilla of sexual relationships are still tak—
ing place between two individuals of the
same sex.
going to hold the benefit. The last one I re—
trophy was a good idea. Buddy (who was
What we want is equality, not sameness.
member was in the early ‘80s.
also known as Cass Michaels or Mama Cass)
We want spousal rights. We want spousal
What are we doing now which is like this?
personally knew Gay men who would ben—
benefits. We want families, sometimes with
Are we seeing well—dressed Gay or Lesbian
efit from the money that we would raise. So
children born of ourselves. We want
couples at arts fund—raisers? Does Michael
we raised it. The first year, this sizable do—
churches which do not judge this fundamen—
Donahue feel obliged to list these couples in
nation was taken to Libertyland to be pre—
tal aspect of our being.
his column? Does Aphrodite get thank you
sented on live television. It was refused.
My second point is, what are we doing to
notes from Porter—Leath Children‘s Home?
Buddy called the telethon office in Las Ve—
achieve this equality? One parade a year?
Does Memphis Pride volunteer in those bril—
gas and was told, "If they won‘t take it, we
One $100 a plate dinner for the Federal Club?
will." For the next three or four years the .liant T—shirts at WKNO? I do know that the
Five dollars to Lambda Legal Defense? Or
owners of Club 501 have received plaques,
money increased into several thousand dol—
are we hiding behind "just like everyone
lunches and public commendations from the
lars, as did the lavishness of the benefit, and
else" when we contribute to Friends For Life
Med for their Adult Special Care fund—rais—
the money was accepted and applauded on
and Loving Arms? Stop right there. Do not
ers. The more, the better.
i
live TV, whether they liked it or not. It wasn‘t
think for one millisecond that I am putting
We must be obvious, even in our charity.
necessary to say the money came from a drag
down any organization that assists HIV/
It‘s the second best way for non—family to
show or to appear in costume. It was enough
AIDS
issues. However, the main—
get to know and love us. The first way is to
to present it in the name of the Memphis Gay
stream nature of these organizations, which
stop the shame and the self—hatred; to be
Community. Then, the performers and or—
we all worked to hard to achieve, is over—
unashamed, one—on—one. No hiding, no eu—
ganizers had their night at Libertyland just
shadowing the fact that they were founded
phemisms, no covergirls/boys, no lies. We
like everyone else. It was a shining moment
by our community. We must never let this
really need to stop kidding ourselves, that
for Gays and Lesbians which could be shared
go. Are these donations given proudly as
we‘re not different and to call exclusion what
"both in the closet and out.
Gays and Lesbians or do they fall into the
it is. We‘re not "just like everyone else"; we
The benefit survived Buddy‘s death and
same big plate as the non—Gay/Lesbian do—
are who we ‘are. And that‘s just fine.
was held for a number of years until AIDS—
nors? Is your donation to United Way sent
related issues superseded it. I, as one of the
to a homophobic charity? Is MIFA or Toys
Dedicated to the memory of Marvin
previous presenters, received phone calls a
for Tots obliged to recognize, publicly,
"Buddy" Haynes (Cass Michaels).
couple of times from MDA asking if we were
where these donations are from?
Back in the mid 1970s a forgotten man
named Marvin "Buddy" Haynes decided that
LETTERS
a big drag—a—thon benefit for Muscular Dys—
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Come Together!
With the attacks on Lesbian and Gay civil
rights mounting from the religious right, it
is imperative that the Memphis Lesbian &
Gay community pull together to defend our—
selves and fight for our equality. The reli—
gious right has orchestrated a highly visible
compaign using "ex—Gay" ministries to un—
dermine Lesbian and Gay right through
newspaper ads, TV ads and billboards. We
must prepare to fight back in Memphis!
If all the Gay/Lesbian organizations,
churches and businesses can pull together
and pool resources, surely we could have a
billboard or a newspaper ad to inform the
Memphis community about Lesbian and
Gay support groups in Memphis to counter
the ex—Gay ministries like Love In Action.
We also need to organize a group of indi—
viduals who have tried ex—Gay ministries
like Love In Action to testify (even anony—

aboutltheir experiences.f
f
Let‘s
start
planning
a
strategy
for
our
fu—
iate. The Memphis Lesbian and

mously)

closet! The Lesbian and Gay Coalition for
Justice can help organize a coalition to do
some of these things. I would like to hear
other people‘s suggestions, and especially,
anyone who has tried groups like Love In
Action. Contact me at 327—2677,—e—mail
jmaynard2 @earthlink.net, or write LGCJ,
P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124.
Jim Maynard, Interim Co—chair
Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice
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Anti—Gay Measures
WASHINGTON — Despite an
unprecedented wave of anti—Gay
legislation introduced by members
of Congress this summer, Con—
gress approved a $500 million
budget package that did not in—
clude any anti—Gay amendments.
The most notable legislation
dropped was the Largent Amend—
ment, targeting Gay Americans,
which would have banned joint
adoption by unrelated persons liv—
ing in the District of Columbia.
"We are pleased that we have
weathered the Congressional
storm of anti—Gay rhetoric and leg—
islation and come out intact. Con—
gress realized that gratuitous,
mean—spirited laws attacking Gay
Americans are not in step with the
values of most of their constitu—
ents and would not play well on
election day. We applaud the
Clinton Administration and key
congressional allies for their hard
work," said HRC Political Direc—
tor Winnie Stachelberg.
Under the Largent amendment,

Dropped from $500 Billion

sponsored by Oklahoma Republican
Steve Largent, single DC residents
would still have the ability to adopt
children. However, the amendment
would have banned joint adoption
by unrelated persons. While both
parties of an unmarried couple
would obviously still serve as par—
ents to the child, the second parent
would have no legal responsibility
or protections for the child, includ—
ing financial. In unfortunate cireum—
stances, such as a break—up or the
death of a legal parent, the non—le—
gal parent would have no legal re—
sponsibility to care for the child.
The Human Rights Campaign
was extremely disappointed that
Congress adjourned without pass—
ing the Hate Crimes Prevention Act
(HCPA). Despite the need vividly
illustrated by the murder of Univer—
sity of Wyoming student Matthew
Shepard, Congress did not act.
"Congress failed to send a mes—
sage to Gay bashers that hate is not
what this nation is about. We will
work hard to see that this important

FARMERS
INSURANCE
GROUP
/A\
x

INSURHNCE
Auto — Home — Life — Annuit
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Office: 377—1075 Enrica Ramey Home: 374—9502

Executive Escorts
452—5322

legislation is reintroduced and
passed in the next Congress," said
Stachelberg. The omnibus funding
bill did offer large funding in—
creases for HIV/AIDS prevention,
care, and research programs.
For most programs, the negotia—
tors of the omnibus bill accepted
the highest funding levels from the
House and Senate versions of the
Labor, Health and Human Services
Appropriations bills. The total
funding for the Ryan White CARE
Act, for example, is nearly $1.4
billion, which is a $249 million in—
crease compared to last year. The
increase includes $175.5 million
more for the AIDS Drug Assistance
Program, $35.2 million for the cit—
ies hardest hit by the AIDS epi—
demic, and $3 million more for
programs aimed at women, chil—
dren and families.
"We are heartened that this Con—
gress recognizes that this epidemic
is far from over," said Seth
Kilbourn, HRC‘s senior health
policy advocate. "The recent news
about declining AIDS deaths is
encouraging. But more people are
becoming infected with HIV and
more people are alive only because

Budget

they have access to expensive new
drug therapies. Increasing access to
treatment, finding new and less
expensive treatment options, and
‘vastly increasing our prevention
efforts remain top priorities for us."
In addition to the increases in
the HIV/AIDS portfolio programs,
the final omnibus package includes
between $100 and $130 million in
new funding for HIV/AIDS pre—
vention, care and treatment specifi—
cally targeted for minority
populations.
This initiative, driven by the
Congressional Black Caucus
(CBC), will mean morefunding for
existing programs to target re—
sources to communities of color
and funding for new initiatives to
be determined by the Department
of Health and Human Services.
While many of the HIV/AIDS
programs fared extremely well,
HIV prevention programs at the
Centers of Disease Control and
Prevention saw only small in—
creases compared to last year.
The omnibus bill includes a to—
tal of $630 million for these pro—
grams, which is only $5 million
more than last year, representing an

Deal

increase of less than 1 percent.
The CDC released data earlier
this month showing a 47 percent
decline in HIV—related deaths be—
tween 1996 and 1997. The CDC
also reported that the number of
people living with HIV has in—
creased, and it estimates that
40,000 new HIV infections con—
tinue to occur each year.
The Human Rights Campaign is
disappointed that the federal bud—
get includes a ban on government
funding for any group that operates
a needle exchange program in the
District of Columbia.
The Tiahrt amendment, spon—
sored by Rep. Todd Tiahrt (R—
Kan.) will severely limit the ability
of District AIDS organizations to
slow the spread of the disease.
"Every city in this country is at
risk for this type of Congressional
blackmail, if it enacts a policy op—
posed by Congress," said
Stachelberg,
"Effectively cutting off all fed—
‘eral, local and private funding for
needle exchange is a radical depar—
ture from any previous Congres—
sional action on this issue. It is a
travesty."

The Sun Tabloid Says It Will
Give Up Outing Gays
LONDON (AP) — The top—sell—
ing Sun tabloid, which earlier this
week ran a front—page headline ask—
ing if Britain was being run by "a
Gay mafia," has changed its policy
on homosexuals.
"The Sun is no longer in the
business of destroying closet Gays‘
lives by ‘exposing‘ them as homo—
sexuals," editor David Yelland said
in a statement.

The move followed word that
Agriculture Minister Nick Brown
was Gay. Culture Secretary Chris
Smith is openly Gay, and Ron
Davies resigned as Welsh Secre—
tary last month after being mugged
in an area known for homosexual
activity.
The Sun is Britain‘s biggest—sell—
ing daily newspaper and the sister
paper to The News of The World, a

Major credit cards accepted

sensational Sunday tabloid that
forced Brown to reveal his
homosexuality.
*
A
"From now on, The Sun will not
out homosexuals unless there is
major public interest reason to do
so," Yelland‘s statement said. "We
will continue to be in the vanguard
of this debate — and all debates —
but we will not invade the privacy
of Gay people by outing them."
There was no announcement of
any change in The News of the
World‘ s policy.
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Print!
by VincentAstor
See page 26

Election
Continued from page 1
won fewer than half of their races
— 20 out of 43 — including high—
profile defeats, such as Tom
Bordonaro‘s loss to Lois Capps, in
California, in which the Campaign
for Working Families intervention
was considered largely responsible
for the candidate‘s demise.
"The issues that are important
to working families have nothing
to do with the narrow, discrimina—
tion—based, agenda espoused by
Gary Bauer and the candidates he
supports. Voters want solutions
instead of scapegoats," said HRC
Political
Director
Winnie
Stachelberg.
The Human Rights Campaign,
which is the largest national Les—
bian and Gay political organiza—
tion, played a pivotal role in races
across the nation, including the key
states of Oregon, Washington,
Wisconsin, California and Nevada,
by providing campaign contribu—
tions, strategic advice and staff.
HRC‘s PAC contributed nearly $1
million to fair—minded candidates,
political parties and allied PACs for
this election cycle — $754,272 to
Democratic candidates, $95,425 to
Republican candidates, $2,500 to
an independent, $69,135 to politi—
cal parties and $64,600 to other
PACs.
HRC members also privately

raised an estimated $1.5 million
dollars for candidates who support
Gay and Lesbian equality.
A total of 26 HRC staff mem—
bers worked in campaigns across
the country, providing experience
and expertise. Twenty members of
HRC‘s Youth College, an intensive
political training program for Gay
youth, also joined campaigns for 12
weeks — many playing key roles.
In addition, HRC sent out
40,000 direct mail pieces to mem—
bers in targeted states, placed 20
"get out the vote" (GOTV) ads in
targeted communities and made
40,000 GOTV phone calls. HRC
also embarked on the Pacific
Northwest "Equality Tour" — a
17— day, 3,500 mile tour, visiting
33 communities in Oregon, Idaho,
and Washington — which encour—
aged voter participation in the Gay
and Lesbian and broader commu—
nities.
The tour helped candidates in
the region by distributing almost
20,000 voter registration packets
and holding 44 events to benefit
candidates in the region. The fol—
lowing are some of the key races
targeted by HRC:
* Democrat Tammy Baldwin of
Wisconsin made history by becom—
ing the first open Gay or Lesbian
non—incumbent elected to the
House of Representatives.
* Washington Senator Patty
Murray trounced Religious Right
icon Rep. Linda Smith — with an

HRC rating of zero percent— 58
percent to 42 percent.
* In California, State Treasurer
Matt Fong was mortally wounded
in the closing days of his campaign
to unseat Sen. Barbara Boxer by a
report that he had contributed
$50,000 to the virulently anti—Gay
Traditional Values Coalition. With
the help of HRC, Boxer won 50
percent to 47 percent.
* David Wu, an Asian Ameri—
can attorney from Portland won his
race with the support of HRC. His
district includes part of Portland,
Beaverton and the areas to the west
of the city. The Equality Tour vis—
ited Wu‘s district this summer.
* In his rematch against Repub—
lican Rep. Jon Fox (R—Pa.), Joe
Hoeffel won election with the fi—
nancial and staff assistance of the
Human Rights Campaign.
_
* In a closely watched race,
HRC—endorsed
Washington
Democrat Brian Baird defeated
anti—Gay Republican Don Benton
55 percent to 45 percent, to fill the
seat vacated by Rep. Linda Smith.
Don Benton tried to resuscitate his
campaign against Baird with a
failed anti—Gay ad campaign focus—
ing on Gay marriage. The ads ran
on various television stations. In a
pamphlet attacking Baird, Benton
lied about Baird‘s position by say—
ing, "Oh, my! Did you know Brian
Baird supports requiring our
churches to perform same—sex mar—
rages?"

* Sen. Russell Feingold defeated
two—term Rep. Mark Neumann —
who has a zero percent rating from
HRC — by a vote of 51 percent to
49 percent.
* Other—major religious right fa—
vorites who lost Nov. 3 included
Lauch Faircloth (R—N.C.), former
Congressman Bob Dornan, Ala—
bama Governor Fob James, and
Rep. Bill Redmond (R—N.M.).

The Human Rights Campaign is
the nation‘s largest national Les—
bian and Gay political organiza—
tion, with members throughout the
country. HRC lobbies Congress,
provides campaign support, and
educates the public to ensure that
Lesbian and Gay Americans can be
open, honest and safe at home, at
work and in the community.

Deep Inside

SEE PAGE 31

Fall Clean—up Sale

CARPET
RV‘sCarpet= Upholstery

D

CARE
lTrucks Car Interiors

*
*
*
*

*
*
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Steam Clean
Pretreat
Deoderizer
Disinfectant

Furniture Moved
Stain Removal
Rust Removal .
Pet Odor Control

L
Carpereuaro Avairasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
24 Hour Service
LEE WATSON
327—6165
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES

oUotoTo '.'.
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D.D.S.

General Dentistry

776 Mt. Moriah Rd. « Memphis, TN 38117—5350

(901)
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f
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Constitutional Amendment
HONOLULU — Despite a hard
fought campaign to defeat the mea—
sure, Hawaii voters passed a con—
stitutional amendment Nov. 3 that
gives the state legislature the power
to reserve marriage to opposite sex
couples.
The amendment was placed on
the ballot by the state legislature
last year to undermine the historic
legal case presently before
Hawaii‘s Supreme Court that.could
require the state to issue marriage
licenses to Gay and Lesbian
couples.
"Deeply—rooted fear and préju- —

dice, fomented by a campaign
funded by the Mormon Church and
other religious political groups,
drove a majority of voters to deny
constitutional protection of equal
marriage rights to Gay and Lesbian
residents of the state," said David
M. Smith, Human Rights Cam—
paign (HRC) communications di—
rector, who worked with Protect
Our Constitution (POC), the local
coalition fighting the amendment.
"The fact that fear and prejudice
triumphed over protections guaran—
teed by the state constitution should
make every American take pause."
"Those that would be gleeful at
this outcome should be fore—
warned.— this is not over. While
this loss is a setback, we will con—
tinue with every ounce of energy,
commitment and vigor to achieve
our dream of complete equality and
that includes full and equal civil
marriage rights," Smith said.
The primary group supporting
the amendment, Save Traditional
Marriage, received a $600,000 con—
tribution from the Mormon Church
in the closing weeks of the cam—
paign to supplement the $850,000
they had already spent. They were
assisted by two additional televi—
sion and radio campaigns support—
ing (the amendment. One,
sponsored by James Dobson‘s Fo—
cus on the Family, was an "educa—
tional" campaign immune from
reporting requirements that HRC
estimates spent $500,000 on tele—
vision and radio advertisements.
Focus on the Family asserted that
a yes vote was for "traditional mar—
riage" and a no vote was for "ho—
mosexual marriage." The other
campaign, sponsored by a group
called Pro—Family Hawaii,
emerged in the last 10 days of the
campaign that portrayed same—sex
marriage as a threat to Hawaii‘s
tourism industry. Their ads claimed
that Hawaii would become the "ho—
mosexual honeymoon capitol of
the world," and drive heterosexual
Japanese and mainland tourists, on
which the economy is dependent,
from the state. In addition, the na—
tional headquarters of the Christian
Coalition distributed 200,000 voter
guides in churches throughout the
state on the Sunday before the elec—
tion. Combined, HRC estimates

well over $2.2 million was spent the loss involved the political cli—
supporting the amendment‘s pas— mate in the state, which shifted dra—
sage.
matically in favor of more
HRC, working closely with Pro— conservative positions this election
tect Our Constitution — comprised cycle primarily due to the sour
oflocal community leaders, clergy, economy in the state. Almost ev—
labor unions and civic groups spent ery major candidate running for
approximately $1.4 million on the office endorsed the "yes" position
effort to defeat the measure, which to immunize his or her campaigns
included paid media, an expansive against the issue.
field program and organized
Both the Republican and the
"neighbor—to—neighbor" voter per— Democratic incumbent candidates
suasion efforts. POC, lead by Dr. for governor appeared in television
Jackie Young, built an impressive and newspaper advertisements urg—
coalition that reached into civic and ing—a "yes" vote. Sen. Daniel
political circles in spite of heavy Inouye, running for re—election, but
pressure from the political estab— not formidably challenged, indi—
lishment in the state to shun the cated in an obscure voter guide he
campaign to defeat the amendment. would be voting no, but. declined
The League of Women Voters, the to be more public about his posi—
Japanese American Citizens tion until the day before the elec—
League, the Hawaii State Teachers tion. —All House candidates,
Association, 15 other unions in— including incumbents Rep. Neil
cluding the local chapter of the Abercrombie and Rep. Patsy Mink,
LL. W.U. and the Teamsters, and endorsed
"yes"
positions.
more than 50 clergy supported the Abercrombie‘s Republican chal—
"no" effort. Both of the state‘s lenger attacked him vociferously
major newspapers supported the throughout the campaign for re—
"no" position. The campaign re— ceiving contributions from HRC
ceived a setback when the Ameri— and voting against the federal De—
can Association of Retired Persons fense of Marriage Act.
(AARP) first endorsed a "no" vote
"Because many incumbent can—
on the amendment, then abruptly didates were in strongly contested
reversed themselves on the en— races, we did not receive support
dorsement a week before the elec— where we would normally find it,"
tion after receiving significant said Smith. "Our natural allies were
pressure from campaigns support— not there." We are forever grateful
ing the amendment.
to the Human Rights Campaign for
"While, I am deeply disap— helping us defend Hawaii‘s consti—
pointed that we did not prevail, I tution against an onslaught of
am very proud of the campaign that prejudice," said Carol Greenhouse,
we mounted against this discrimi— co—chair of Marriage Project Ha—
natory amendment," said Dr. waii, the local organization respon—
Young. "The commitment and sible for pressing the court case.
dedication of the local groups and "While our combined efforts
individuals that have stood with us were not successful in defeating
is both the real story of this cam— the amendment, we take some
paign and the hope for a future of comfort in knowing with resolute
equal rights for all people of Ha— conviction that we will prevail in
wail."
. the end, because our cause is just
Other factors that contributed to and right."
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Louisiana

Ruling on Sodomy to Influence State‘s Gay Rights

By Alan Clendenning
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
An Orleans Parish judge won‘t
rule on the constitutionality of
Louisiana‘s sodomy law until
December, and it could take
months longer for the state‘s
highest court to weigh in on an
anticipated appeal.
But the decision by the Loui—
siana Supreme Court to uphold
or kill the 193—year—old law will
affect how the state treats Gay
men and Lesbians for years.
And the issue itself will prob—
ably end up in the Legislature.
Although Gays have made
some strides this decade to gain
protection from discrimination
and assaults because of their
sexual orientation, the sodomy
law has always stood in their
way.
It makes anal and oral sex be—
tween consenting adults "crimes
against nature" and felonies
punishable by up to five years
in prison. The law applies to ho—
mosexuals and heterosexuals,
but Gay men and Lesbians say
it targets them by outlawing
their only sexual option.

"It institutionalizes the con—
cept that the behavior we engage
in to express our sexuality is
criminal," said Chris Daigle,
chairman of the Louisiana Les—
bian and Gay Political Action
Caucus.
That makes it easy for state
legislators already wary of be—
ing labeled "pro—Gay" to ignore
any proposals that would ben—
efit homosexuals.
"They don‘t want to pass
anything for people engaging in
criminal behavior," Daigle said.
"That‘s the first line of defense
they have."
Gays have enjoyed some po—
litical successes in Louisiana,
particularly in New Orleans,
which has one of the largest con—
centration of homosexuals‘in the

spelling out penalties for people
who attack others because they
are Gay. State legislators also
defeated a proposal to let voters

Force in Washington, D.C.
"The right really uses sod—
omy laws.as a club over the Gay
and Lesbian community," she

decide whether the 1803 law
banning same—sex marriages

said.
But Sen. Phil Short, R—

should become part of the state

Covington, wants to find a way
to keep Louisiana‘s sodomy law
even if it is overturned by the
state‘s supreme court.
"My constituents don‘t want
their children to grow up in an
atmosphere where they can
commit sodomy," Short said.
"What kind of country do we
want them to be living in if be—
havior I consider deviate is le—
gitimized?"
If the court throws out the
law, Short and Campbell said
they may propose a rewrite in
the Legislature allowing it to
pass constitutional muster.

constitution.
The Louisiana Christian Coa—
lition thinks a decision to take
the sodomy law off the books
would lead to proposals for laws
permitting same sex marriage
and prohibiting discrimination
against Gay men and Lesbians.
"We do not believe of sup—
port the idea of sexual orienta—
tion being a protected class or
status and this, I think, would be
another step in that direction,"

country.
Discrimination in employ—
ment, housing and public ac—

said Sally Campbell, the group‘s
state chairwoman.
Daigle wouldn‘ say what ef—
forts his group would push for
if the law is ruled unconstitu—

commodations on the basis of
sexual orientation is banned.
The city also allows same—sex
couples to register as domestic
partners, and permits Gay and
Lesbian city employees to get
benefits for their partners.
And last year, the state Leg—
islature passed a hate crimes law

tional.
Although sodomy laws are
rarely enforced, striking them
down in Louisiana and 18 other
states is important in generating
acceptance of other legislation
benefiting homosexuals, said
Rebecca Isaacs, political direc—
tor of the Gay and Lesbian Task

"...Everyone

who

loves

has

been

born

But the only option that
would avert another court chal—

Fights

lenge would be a vote by Loui—
siana residents to outlaw sod—
omy in the state constitution.
"If in fact we felt that was the
best way to protect it, we would
have individuals willing in the
Legislature to consider it,"
Campbell said.
If the supreme court upholds
the sodomy law, Gay groups
will probably turn to the Legis—
lature for help, Daigle said.
"We would be more likely
than not to consider a bill to re—
peal it," he said.
Both sides could face an up—
hill battle. Even legislators who
don‘t support Gay—rights issues
often feel uncomfortable taking
a stand.
"They don‘t want to talk
about it," Campbell said, "They
just basically want it to go
33

"The

of God

and

knows

God."

— I John 4:7
Come join the new Safe Harbor —

MCC church in Jackson, TN.

Call (901) 427—1500

for more

Come

information.

experience

the

unconditional LOVE

of God

IN ACTION.

Safe Harbor — Metropolitan Community Church
P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 * (901) 458—0501 « SafeHMCC@aol.com

Worship:

Sundays at 11

a.m. and 7 p.m.

Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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GATEWAY

IN

Your

TRAVE,

OVERTON

SQUARE

Gateway to Gay and Lesbian Travel

Offering Travel Services Completely
FREE TO YOU!

Leisure

International Gay & Lesbian Travel Assoacﬂon

Specnalty
GAY OWNED & OPERATED
GATEWAY TRAVEL CARES.
Gateway Travel opened its doors caring about our community.
Three percent of the revenue from the commissions we receive
on our travel sales will be donated evenly to Friends for Life —
AIDS Resource Center and Hope House Day Care Center for
children affected or inflicted by the AIDS/HIV virus. We believe
that these charities are in need of and well worth our support as
well as yours. Helpus to help others.
Gateway Travel
2090 Overton Square Lane
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

(901)276-3388

Three Events in
Submitted by Butch Valentine
December 1st has become a day
I mark on every new calendar I
purchase. This is the global obser—
vance of World AIDS Day.
On this special day this year,
Aloysius Home, Friends For Life
and Loving Arms will be coming
together to organize a unique event
open to all. We invite you to attend

Memphis to Mark World AIDS

"An Artful Observance For World
AIDS Day" at Ledbetter Lusk Gal—
lery. The featured art will be show—
casing the creations of the residents
of Aloysius Home who participate
in that agency‘s Art Therapy Pro—
gram.
Under Beryl White‘s tutelage,
our friends at Aloysius have cre—
ated artwork that will thrill you
with love and amaze you.

We ask the supporters of each
agency and anyone else who would
like to attend to join us from 5—7
p.m. at Ledbetter Lusk Gallery,
4545 Poplar in the Laurelwood _
Shopping Center, for a wonderful
gathering of friends.
Non—alcoholic beverages and
hors d‘oeuvres will be served.
There is no admission charge, nor
will there be a solicitation of dona—
tions. However, if you wish to

Living Word
Christian Church
]. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
340 N.Garlana
Memphis., TW 138104
Thone 276—0577
Sunbay Morning
Sunbay Evening
Wernesbay Evening

10 a.m.
6 pm.
7 p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP

worshlp
Our Awsome God!

Join us as we praise and

GAYELLOW PAGES"
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual —
§ Transgender yellow pages: since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
U.S/JCANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete city by city information for all the States and Provinces.
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CGT, OC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY,
LA, MD, MO,3]MS, TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
nd us at afﬁfrtendly stores like
9
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
and many others
For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120
Fax: 212420—1126
yellow pages H
gayello@banet.net

mmgayellowpageacom
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Day

make a donation, the proceeds will ing" service, as I call it, to remem—
be used to purchase much needed ber our friends and loved ones, and
person hygiene items for the.clients to show thanks for all with which
of all three agencies.
we have been blessed and to look
Following the open house, join to the future. During this joyously
us at Mt. Olive CME Cathedral, uplifting service, you will realize
538 Linden, for the service "To See that there is much for which to give
the Stars Instead ofthe Night:"(See thanks.
additional story on page 13.) This Starting at 8:30, there will be a
service in its sixth year begins at concert at the Hard Rock Cafe
7:30 p.m. and will feature enter— called "My Brother, My Friend."
tainment by the Memphis Civic Plan to join us as we observe our
Orchestra. This is "our Thanksgiv— special day in our own special way.
Integrity Has Doug Bailey
and Launches Book
Discussion Group
Submitted byIntegrity
fame) — Mar. 2
If you have any questions,
Integrity successfully launched please contact Jonathan at 767—
its books discussion group in No— 7179 or e—mail him at
vember with a discussion of the Jonathan
book Is the HomosexualMy Neigh— The Rev. Dr. Douglass M.
bor? Facilitated by group members Bailey, chaplain of Integrity/
and meeting in the homes of other Memphis and rector of Calvary
members, the circle is the brain Church, will lead the regular
child of Jonathan Cole.
monthly program and celebrate
"Open to all [Integrity members The Eucharist on Tues., Dec. 15.
or not] interested in discussing "Our pastor [Bailey] dearly loves
lesbigay spirituality and theology," Gay people," says Integrity mem—
says Cole, "it‘s a great chance for ber Doyle Richmond, "and always
fellowship and mind—heart re— helps me to know that I am the
newal."
much beloved child of God."
Upcoming titles (available at December 15 Schedule
Bookstar, Poplar Plaza) are:
* 6:30 p.m. — Eucharist
* Stranger at the Gate by Mel * 7:00 p.m. — Dinner (free to first—
White — Dec. 1
time visitors)
* A Severe Mercy by Sheldon * 7:30 p.m. — Program
Vanahen — Jan 5
All events are at Calvary Epis—
* Taking a Chance on God by John copal Church, 102 N. Second St.,
McNeill — Feb. 2
in downtown Memphis. Feel free
* Not Afraid to Change by John to come and go to any or all three
Paulk (of Exodus Ministries events and bring a friend.
Christmas Memories
Benefit Dec. 20
Submitted by Friends For Life comes alive in two interwoven sto—
AIDS Resource Center
ries: "The Thanksgiving Visitor"
and "A Christmas Memory."
Sponsored by Dr. Marshall
There will be a special perfor— Koonce and family in memory of
mance of Truman Capote‘s Holi— Jay Koonce, the performance is on
day Memories at Circuit Playhouse Sun., Dec. 20, a perfect way to step
for friends and supporters of out of the holiday madness for a
Friends For Life.
few hours to enjoy the holiday with
The cast, lead by Jim Ostrander, friends.
Art Oden and Karin Hill, will Tickets are only $20 and in—
present a whimsical trip into De— cludes a reception with the cast fol—
pression—era Alabama recalling a lowing the play. Tickets may be
childhood when holiday celebra— purchased in advance through
tions took place around a heavily— Friends For Life only or at the door.
laden dining room table and gifts For questions or tickets, contact
were a homemade, hand—crafted Butch Valentine at 272—0855.
delight. Capote‘s beautiful prose
Queer
Science
by Dr. Simon LeVay
See page 30
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U.N. Says World is Aging and AIDS is
Cutting
By Edith M. Lederer
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
The world‘s population is expected
to increase nearly everywhere on
the globe next year — even in Af—
rica, where AIDS is cutting life
expectancies dramatically, accord—

ing to U.N. figures released today.
Even though fertility continues
to decline as the 21st century ap—
proaches, the number of people on
Earth is expected to hit 6 billion in
1999, the U.N. Population Division
said.
Last year, AIDS killed 2.3 mil—
lion adults and children worldwide,
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Spiritual Resources
in the Memphis Area
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
_ Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Publishedas a

"It‘s only individuals making
small changes along the way in
their lives that are going to make
any difference," Dees said. "No
one big, sweeping answer to that
problem exists."
Dees represented the family of
the first abortion doctor killed by
anti—abortion groups in a civil law—
suitin Florida.
"That death was caused and
motivated by the teachings of those
anti—abortion zealots, who have
taken the position that homicide of
abortion doctors is justifiable,"
Dees said.
"They have taken the position
that that is the weak link of the
chain to stop abortions, and so
they‘re going after doctors. It‘s a
hate crime of the worst sort."
The number of hate groups has
increased since the Oklahoma City
bombing in 1995, he said. The
public‘s negative view of militia

groups after the bombing forced the ~
groups to downsize, he said.
"Instead of the very large mili—
tia groups and larger Klan groups,
we‘re finding a larger number of
small cells, small groups spread out
between the Aryan Nations, neo—
Nazi groups, Klan groups and mi—
litia groups."
At last count, there were more
than 450 racist groups in the United
States, said Dees, whose Southern
Poverty Law Center in Montgom—
ery, Ala., tracks their activities.
By the middle of the next cen—
tury, minorities will outnumber
whites, Dees said.
"Unless we learn to get along
with each other and deal with is—
sues to more fairly share the eco—
nomic pie in this country and give
opportunities for people to pull
themselves up, then we‘re going to
have a real crisis," he warned.
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New Hampshire Church Takes Stan
d Against Hate
PELHAM, N.H. (AP) — Prod—
ded by a hate crime in Wyoming,
the First Congregational Church of
Pelham formally has invited homo—
sexuals to join its flock.
For the past year, it has blessed
same—sex unions, but now by a 70—
22 vote, the congregation has in—

vited homosexuals and bisexuals
into its fold.
The welcome had been in the
works four years. But it was pushed
by the beating death last month of
Matthew Shepard, a Gay college
student in Wyoming.
"I‘m convinced that Matt

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Shepard‘s death had a way of jell— whelmingly rejected the same pro—
ing the opinions people had," said posal.
the Rev. Geoffrey Knowlton, pas—
Knowlton said he knew the vote
tor for the past five years.
&
to adopt the policy would not be
"It had a way of encouraging » unanimous. "A number of people
people to come out and vote. It who voted against it do not con—
made the vote a lot more meaning— demn homosexuality, but they
ful," Knowlton said.
question the need to be so public
He said he is proud of his con— about our welcome," he said.
gregation, which is part of the
"It‘s very important for the
United Church of Christ.
church to publicly say that hate
"I think it‘s going to be fine," crimes and prejudice against homo—
said Knowlton, 43.
sexuals is just plain wrong,"
"Last Sunday (Nov. 1), we had Knowlton said.
the largest crowd we have had all
"Homosexuality should not be
fall. It looked like Christmas," he deemed a sin. People are not going
said.
.
to hell because of their sexual ori—
The church is one of six UCC entation," he said.
congregations among 140 in New
Knowlton said he originally
Hampshire to invite homosexuals. planned not to mention the Wyo—
The Pelham church is about ming killing in his sermon before
250 years old. Of its 400 members, the special meeting. He did not
about 175 attend regularly. It is the wantit to appear as a plug for votes.
same church that in 1990 over—
"However, the more I thought

about it, the more it was clear I
could not choose to avoid the is—
sue," he told the congregation be—
fore the formal vote.
Knowlton said he wanted the
congregation to know that
Shepard‘s death was not an iso—
lated incident. He said it was worse
because a Baptist pastor in Kan—
sas urged his parishioners to picket
the funeral.
He said more than 1,000 acts of
hate crimes, including murder,
were committed against Gays and
Lesbians in 1996, the FBI re—
ported.
"I have other interesting statis—
tics," Knowlton said.
"Sociologists questioned about
250 people who were in jail for Gay—
bashing. The majority of them said
they believe that the church sup—
ported what they had done. That
opened my eyes and a lot of eyes."
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Despite Vote

HARWICH, Mass. (AP) —The
Rev. Rachael Keefe quit the youth
ministry she served last month af—
ter she revealed her homosexual—
ity. Ministry officials, she said,
weren‘t supportive enough.
But even after the Harwich
Youth Ministry board rescinded its
decisionto accept her resignation,
Keefe said she still won‘t stay on.
Keefe resigned over what she
considered a lack of support from
ministry officials when she re—
vealed her homosexuality to them
in September.
The board on Monday voted 8—
0, with two abstaining, to take back
its initial decision to accept her res—
ignation.
But Keefe, who revealed her
homosexuality to them in Septem—
ber, said her relationship with the
board suffered "irreparable dam—

age" over the last few weeks. "I‘m
not overly impressed," she told the
Cape Cod Times, referring to the
vote.
Keefe said she objected to some
members‘ suggestions that she
share the news of her sexual pref—
erence with the seven churches that
support the ministry as well as the
school superintendent and police
chief. Keefe said Tuesday the
board‘s vote was "too little, too
late."
The vote came on the heels of
growing community sentiment in
favor of retaining Keefe — includ—
ing a petition with more than 350
signatures and a candlelight vigil
held on the steps of the First Con—
gregational Church in Harwich on
Sunday night.
Keefe said she appreciated the
community outcry, but despite the

hundreds of supporters, she has
also had three or four "nasty" re—
actions from townspeople.
Keefe, who since publicly ac—
knowledging her homosexuality
has become involved with a
woman with whom she wants to
form a family, said her partner now
refuses to move to Harwich.
"She said she wouldn‘t feel safe
living in this community and she‘s
right," she said.
Keefe, an ordained United
Church of Christ minister, said she
will leave the post, and Harwich,
on Sunday.
Although she did not have her
own church, Keefe served as a
town—wide youth minister. She
was the first such minister ever on
Cape Cod.
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Gay Church Sues WGN—TV Over
Canceled Infomercial
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CHICAGO (AP)
The
nation‘s largest Gay church is su—
ing WGN—TV, charging the broad—
cast superstation reneged on a
contract to show an infomercial
after deciding the material was too
controversial.
Officials of Dallas‘ Cathedral of
Hope intended the infomercial as
at least a partial response to adver—
tising by conservative Christian
groups.
WGN, which is seen nationally
on cable, accepted a $13,000 check
for the first broadcast, according to
the lawsuit, which was filed in fed—
eral court in Chicago. But then the

station canceled the agreement and
returned the check, "based on their
views that this is not appropriate
content for this station," said Chris—
topher Wolf, a lawyer for the
church.
"I think those are code words for
homophobia and for anti—Gay dis—
crimination," he said.
Wolf said the church agreed to
change the title of the infomercial
from "Holy Homosexuals" to "A
Cathedral of Hope" at the station‘s
suggestion and to make other
changes as well.
Phil Rozansky, the media buyer
who arranged the deal with WGN,
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said he thought the church was
overreacting.
"I think what they‘re trying to
do is make this a political issue and
a slam against Gay rights," he said.
"They are jumping to conclusions
and making accusations that do not
logically follow the facts."
He said there were "specific is—
sues within the show that make it
inappropriate for airing."
Telephone messages left for
WGN‘s senior counsel, Charles J.
Sennet, and a station spokes—
woman were not immediately re—
turned.

LaPaula Turner:
By Ira L. King
Staff Writer
It‘s taken a few hard knocks, a
few failed relationships and a few
years, but Rev. LaPaula Turner is
finally on the right track. Her story
is one of rags and riches. The rags
are times and events in her life
when she was dealt some devastat—
ing circumstances. The riches are
the people and events that have
made her the vital, feisty, spiritual
and loving person she is today.
LaPaula had to leave home to
find that love was in her own back—
yard. Born in Memphis 62 years
ago, she was an only child who was
the apple of her grandmother‘s eye.
It was living with her mother and
her grandmother that taught her to
broaden her perception of who and
what God is.
At the age of three she had a vi—
sion of what she calls the "Sunday
School Jesus." "He came and laid
His hands on me and said ‘I have
something special for you to do‘ ."
She did not realize then that her fate
as His servant was sealed.
LaPaula married young and had
six children. The sixth child was
born on the same day her beloved
grandmother died. In her own
words, "My grandmother was my
heart." At a time when marriage
was not working for her, she left
her husband and tried to bring up
her children on her own. This was
nearly impossible on a monthly
government check of $110.00. In
addition to her six children, she
took in four more, forced on her by
an uncle. This made her both a par—
ent and a foster parent at the same
time.
Her life was further complicated
by a boyfriend who beat her.
Being a Black, uneducated fe—
male in the South (especially in
Memphis, Tenn.) at this time in her
life was much more than she could
bear. She could not cope. And so,
with $40 to her name, she left $20
with the ten children, bought a bus
ticket with $10, and left town. At
that time the oldest child was 15
and the youngest was only 11
months. She didn‘t know what she
was going to do. She just knew she
—— had to get out.
Her travels took her many
places, among them Anchorage,
Alaska, Los Angeles and Dayton,
Ohio. Her jobs ranged from purse
maker to secretary to church
bishop. All in all she stayed away
from Memphis for more than 40
years. During those years she had
little or not knowledge of what had
become of her children.
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She‘s the Marryin‘ Kind!

It was while living in St. Louis
that she convinced a hesitant ad—
ministrator to let her into Harris
Teacher‘s College. While at the
teacher‘s college, she became the
first undergraduate national officer
in the Zeta Phi Beta sorority. While
she was a very good student, she
was also discovering that emerg—
ing sexual curiosity was taking on
more importance than her studies.
Although she didn‘t get a degree
from the school, she did discover
her true sexual orientation and be—
gan a journey that includes seven
past relationships. The longest re—
lationship was 7 1/2 years. She dis—
covered that not only was she
predisposed to women, but that she
was, in fact, the marryin‘ kind. She
loved being in a monogamous re—
lationship and living the married
life.
s
She left St. Louis and moved to
Washington D.C. There she helped
found the Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan
Community
Churches. It was during this time
that her desire to join the ministry
surfaced. When she first sought to
become an ordained minister in the
MCC church, she was turned down.
There were three women seeking
ordination. The 17—member, all—
male ordination board only need
one token at that time and she was
not chosen. On the same day they
turned her down, her father died.
The double whammy strikes again.
Fortunately, the board‘s failure
to—accept her did not reverse her
zeal to enter the ministry. Since that
time she has pastored four churches
and been a bishop in one. She was
installed as Bishop at Metropolitan
Community Church in 1986. On
the very dayof that ordination, her
mother died. Her emotions were
running hot and cold at the same
time.‘
Today she is an ordained min—
ister in the Holy Trinity commu—
nity of churches. She says she
appreciates the freedom HTCC al—
lows her in experiencing worship.
She serves as a worship leader at
Holy Trinity Community Church
here in Memphis. She says "In —
Holy Trinity I found a home, a
place where I could challenge
people, be challenged by them and
still be accepted. I can worship in
my own style."
While living in Los Angeles,
LaPaula and her former partrer
became foster parents. They had
charge of a lovely little two—year—
old named Shala. It was the diffi—
cult task of returning Shala to her
grandmother in Mississippi and
having to come through Memphis,

m=
|
I7

Send your Free Personals by E—mail!
MemphisTJN@aol!.com
orby
Snail

Fe

Mail (Postal Service):P.0. Box 11485
——Memphis, TN 38111—0485—
>

that brought LaPaula back to Mem—
phis in 1995. With tears nearly run—
ning down her cheeks she recalls,
"It‘s one of the hardest things I ever
had to do. I love thatlittle girl." To
this day she carries a picture of
Shala (now five—years old) in her
wallet.

Fate has been kind to LaPaula
Turner. She now has a good rela—
tionship with the children she aban—
doned 40 years earlier.
Unfortunately her youngest son
died at age 30. Shala‘s grandmother
sends pictures. And best of all,
LaPaula Turner is in love with a

wonderful person, and they are
planning a December "holy cov—
enant" ceremony. They are regis—
tered at Target and as of this writing
have an appointment to get regis—
tered at Goldsmith‘s in Raleigh
Springs Mall.
You go girl!

Cooper-Young
Historic District at
903 S. Cooper
Dinner seating beginning at 5 p.m.
daily
Closed Mondays
Reservations preferred
Lunch starting soon
(901) 272—9000
{nor —
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Now Located in the

Failing

Grade:

MAGY Grandmother Deli
vers

Report Card to

by Ira L. King
Staff Writer
Karen Borth is a 52 year—old
grandmother on a mission.
While studying for a Bachelor‘s
degree in social work at the Uni—
versity of Memphis, she was as—
signed to do research on teen
suicide. During the course of her
research she discovered that 30
—40 percent of teen suicides are
Gay teens unable to cope with
being Gay. Karen had never
heard of a Gay teen—ager. She
thought only adults were Gay.
Well, Karen Borth has been
educated. She now knows that
homosexual orientation is not
limited to adults. She has
adopted the cause of homo—
sexual teens, as well as the teens
themselves, as her own. In fact,
Karen has become a member of
Memphis Area Gay Youth
(MAGY).
Although MAGY is a youth—
run, adult—advised, multi—cul—
tural support group for Gay,
Lesbian,
bisexual
and
transgendered youth in the

Memphis School

Memphis area. It has provided
support to hundreds of teens in
the Tri—state area and even some
foreign countries. MAGY often
steps in when youth are at their
wit‘s end. They have nowhere
else to turn.
Karen has learned that Gay
teens in the Memphis, City
Schools System face some tre—
mendous trials and tribulations.
Recently she addressed five
members of the Memphis City
School Board and shared the
plight of Gay teens with them
The board listened intently.
WhenKaren was finished, they
simply went on to the next or—
der of business. They did not
comment. They showed no sign
of caring on their faces. All that
is, but one, School Board Mem—
ber Sara Lewis.
After the board meeting was
over Ms. Lewis spoke with Mrs.
Borth and some of the Gay teens
in the audience. She expressed
her concern and assured them
that she would do whatever she
could to help. The other board
members were not as generous.
Karen‘s appearance before

Board

the board came as a result of.
harassment received by a Gay
teen in one of the Memphis City
Schools. The student‘s mother
is at her wit‘s end trying to fig—
ure out what to do. Her child is
being harassed because of his
sexual orientation and the
school system doesn‘t appear to
give a damn. In fact, it was only
after Karen‘s appearance at the
board meeting that the principal
of the school where this particu—
lar Gay teen is a student decided
it was time to do something.
Karen has provided some
alarming statistics on the state
of Gay teens in America. Ap—
proximately one in every four
(25 percent) of Gay youth are
forced to leave home because of
conflicts with their families over
their sexual identity. Moreover,
almost 60 percent of Gay males
and 40 percent of Lesbians are
verbally or physically attacked
in junior high school, senior
high school or college. In ex—
treme cases such as Matthew
Shepard in Laramie, Wyo.,
some are killed.
According to the National
Network of Youth and Runaway
Services, Gay, Lesbian, and bi—
sexual youth make up 20 per—
cent of homeless youth in urban
areas.
1989 U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services sta—
tistics note that in a study of Gay
finale and Lesbian youth these
youth are 2 to 3 times more
likely to attempt suicide than
other youth and account for up
to 30 percent of all completed
teen suicides.

why doesn‘t the Memphis City
School System get off it‘s ass
and do something. The school
system does have rules and
regulations regarding sexual and
other types of harassment. The
board policy states that the pur—
pose of the policy is to "ensure
that students are provided an
educational environment free of
sexual harassment from other
students." The policy statement
reads: "All students have the
right to learn in an environment
free of discrimination, which
encompasses freedom from stu—
dent—to—student sexual harass—
ment. Therefore, the Memphis
City Schools will not tolerate
student—to—student sexual ha—
rassment in any form"
The policy further states that
"the principal will be respon—
sible for investigating and tak—
ing appropriate action on com—
plaintsof alleged student—to—stu—
dent sexual harassment. The

Against Gay Youth

in Theory

and

Practice.

Idlewild Presbyterian Church
1750 Union

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — In
the wake of the recent death of a
Gay college student, administra—
tors, teachers and students met here
to discuss Gay bashing in schools.
They say lawsuits are a power—
ful weapon in ending name—calling,
harassment and violence against
young Gay people. School districts
that have ignored the problem are
being held liable.
No federal anti—discrimination
laws cover sexual orientation, and
Massachusetts is the only state to
mandate such protection. But offi—
cials from the U.S. Department of

All are welcome .

Sundays —— Services 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Tuesdays —— Service of Wholeness 5:30 p.m.
Wednesdays —— Church Night Dinner 5:30 p.m.

Take Pictures?
Share Them!
Send your
pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
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dents have a right to be free of
sexual harassment from other
students, of the procedures for
submitting a complaint, and that
retaliation of any kind is ille—
gal." Apparently the principal at
the school where the Gay teen
Karen was speaking of wasn‘t

With these and other over—
whelming statistics as a record
of Gay bashing and harassment,

Officials Say Lawsuits

Spirituality

principal is also responsible for
ensuring that all students, fac—
ulty and staff are aware that stu—

aware of the policy or blatantly
chose to ignore it until he was
forced by his superiors to take
action.
Make no mistake, the Mem—
phis City Schools are not the
only ones in the area where Gay
teens experience harassment on
a regular basis. County schools
and private schools have the
same issues to deal with. Most
private schools tend to sweep
the issue under the rug, since
those schools are by and large
religious in nature. They don‘t
want to air their homosexual
linen in public.
Karen Borth deserves a big
thank you from the Gay com—
munity. She has no Gay chil—
dren. She is simply a woman
who recognized the sad plight
of Gay teens and decided to use
her education and resources to
help however she can.

Effective

Bashing

Education said that under Title IX
Those attending the second an—
of the Civil Rights Act, new legal
nual conference hosted by the Gay,
ground is being carved out to help
Lesbian and Straight Education
Gay youth.
Network said lawsuits should be a
For instance, a boy who is ha—
last resort.
rassed by other boys because he is
"The last time students needed
effeminate may have a valid claim
lawyers to get them through high
that he‘s being discriminated
school was in the ‘50s and ‘60s"
against because of his gender.
during the civil rights movement,
Agency officials said they were
said Kate Frankfurt, an organizer
looking into such a case at a pri—
of the gathering:
vate school in the San Francisco
What‘s needed instead, she said,
Bay area.
are organizations that can stimulate
"I‘ m not saying we came to tell
dialogue on the issue.
you we‘ve got all the magic bul—
Learning how. to better run her
lets and right answers," said Art
own such group brought Veronica
Coleman of the Department of Lopez, 22, from Stockton to the
Education‘s Office of Civil Rights.
conference.
"Frankly, we are struggling with as
Lopez, a college student who
many questions as you have."
works full—time in a day care cen—
The issue has taken on new ur—
ter, said homophobia starts early.
gency since the Oct. 12 death of
She said a 4—year—old boy recently
Matthew Shepard, a Gay Univer:
came to her in tears because a 5—
sity of Wyoming student who was
year—old had just called him an anti—
beaten and left tied to a fence to
Gay epithet.
die, officials said.
"It shows the parents are talk—
"When you don‘t deal with
ing about it, because kids don‘t
sexual harassment, it leads to soci—
even know what (Gay) is," Lopez
ety accepting it, and that leads to
said. "I think it‘s important that
tragedies like that," said Gloria
people realize we‘re not sick
Estolano, who works in the
people ... I consider myself pretty
agency‘s San Francisco office.
normal."

Study: Anonymous
By Brenda C Coleman
AP Medical Writer

Medical Center.
Researchers
._

CHICAGO (AP) — People seek
testing and treatment for the AIDS
virus much earlier if screening is
kept anonymous, according to re—
search published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association.
However, a second study found
no significant decline in the num—
ber of those tested where names are
required to be disclosed to health
officials.
The first study found that where
publicly funding anonymous test—
ing is available — as it is in 39
states — people eventually diag—
nosed with AIDS sought HIV tests
and HIV—related treatment more
than a year earlier than other pa—
tients.
"That is one of the biggest (posi—
tive) effects of any public health
program anywhere," said the lead
author, Dr. Andrew Bindman of
San Francisco General Hospital
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ing may help curb it by getting
people into treatment earlier.
"Fhe history of this disease has
been a little different than ... other
diseases, because we haven‘t had
a therapy until recently that was
highly effective," said Dr. Allyn:
Nakashima, lead author of one

study and a CDC medical epidemi—
ologist.
Public reluctance to give names
to public health officials for test—
ing has eased, since a person‘s ano—
nymity disappears when he or she
becomes a patient, she said.
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White House

Unveils

AIDS Among

Minorities

By Laura Meckler
Associated Press Writer
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But administration officials said

WASHINGTON (AP) — Seek—
this new initiative was the first ef—
* Establish teams to help com—
ing to target "the most vulnerable
fort to reach out to minority com—
munities set up programs to serve
among us," the administration is
munities in a comprehensive way,
Blacks and Hispanics at risk of
launching a $156 million program
prodding local groups to develop
AIDS and those who already are
to address the problem of AIDS
new strategies and take advantage
infected with HIV. There also will
among Blacks and Hispanics.
of the money already available.
be additional money for drug treat—
"AIDS is now hitting hardest in
"We know from our experience
ment.
areas where knowledge about the
working with the Gay community
Several government AIDS as—
disease is scarce and poverty is
that effective responses have to be
sistance programs already are serv—
high," President Clinton said Oct.
developed with and in the commu—
ing Blacks and Hispanics. The
28 in announcing the initiative. "As
nities they are serving," said Sandra
groups make up half the patients
so often happens, it is picking on
Thurman, director of the White
in a program that helps pay for
the most vulnerable among us."
House Office on. AIDS Policy.
He noted that while Blacks
make up just 13 percent of the
population, they accounted for
Solution to
nearly half of the new AIDS cases
last year. Hispanics are 10 percent
Gay and Lesbian
of the nation but 20 percent of new
Crossword
AIDS cases.
And while AIDS deaths have
Puzzle on page 33
dropped overall, they are dropping
much more slowly among minori—
ties.
The initiative includes about
H/:
$50 million in emergency assis—
O|
N
tance money allocated by the White
R/F
House, with the rest included in the
1999 budget.
S|
U
"We‘re going where the cases
ER
are," said Donna Shalala, secretary
WJ
1
of Health and Human Services.
H|
A
The new program will:
* Provide additional grant
EF
money for groups serving minor—
PIC
ity communities. Some of the
money now available for caring for
AIDS patients will be set aside for
cities with a significant number of
minority cases.
* Offer minority groups techni—
cal assistance in applying for other
grants.
The
onle aige
ae Centers
tut
—— for —Disease _.<<__
and Prevention
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A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization.
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womin to gather and share concerns about
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in a supportive and affirming environment.

2nd and 4th Mondays of Every Month
6:15 — 7:30 PM
Fee: $15.00
Daytime group available...please call.

Fully Alive‘
A Center for Personal Enrichment
Individual, Group and Couples Therapy
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Schlicksup, MA
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Monday
|
Tuesday
|
Wednesday
|
Thursday
|
Friday

November
* HTCC Sunday School,
10am; Service, 11am
* Esme;Inggrjv$2251ng3

23

4
* Integrity Board
Mtg., 6:30pm

* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

& 6pm
A
* Safe Harbor MCC,
Worship Service, 11am,
Tom *
*
& ggzof‘lasﬁﬁsfgxg‘g'
Club Ctr. Cove,'5:45pm

Church, 7pm
* Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
* HIV/AIDS Support
Group, Jonesboro,

29
* HTCC Sunday School,
10am; Service, 11am
* Living Word Christian

30

Saturday

25 Thanksgiving Day 26
97
* Cotton Pickin‘
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Squares, Prescott
Sponsored by NOW,

___]
9

NEWEST
CRUISE BAR

8

Mem. Bapt. Church, WEVL FM 90, 1pm
7:30pm
* BWMT Christmas
* Thanksgiving Dinner Tree Trimming Party
at several Locations & Movie Night, 7pm.
Call 276—0168 for
details..

7pm

* Pre Thanksgiving Feast,
One More, Spm

|

oPEN
3

PM

—

3 AM

f International We
Delivery, Amnesia

December
f
— 2
c
* Bible Study, Holy Trinity * Cotton Pickin
Community Church,
Squares, Prescott
s Z5]?! meme
Mem. Bapt. Church,

* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

223er Services10am

Churgch, Service, 7pm

7:30pm

;
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,

4

| gEIYoLIiEmggs’ mt?

Special Invitation tg e
ays & Lesbians, St.

* Safe Harbor MCC,

cao
* Tsarus Club Night,
Pipeline

* Tina Chandler,
Amnesia

Pagick's Catholic
Church, 7pm
* Southern Country, 501
Club, 9pm
* Nine Inch Males,
Amnesia

Worship Service,
11am, 7pm
* Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club Ctr.
Cove, 5:45pm

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community

;
* HTCC Sunday School, * Feast for Friends
10am:
Service,
11am
Dinner,
St.
John‘s
Oam;
, 112
$
* Living Word Christian
Methodist, 6:30pm
Church Services, 10am « Memphis Pride Mtg.,
& 6pm
Fully Alive, 7pm
® Safe Harbor MCC,
WorshipService,
am,
* Bros. & Sisters

& g.GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

+ Bible Study, Holy
ing Community
f
Trinity
Church, 7pm
* Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
* HIV/AIDS Support

§Church
tom Services, 10am
* Safe Harbor MCC,
Worship Service,
11am, 7pm
* BBrﬁa. sgteés
owling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club Ctr.
Cove, 5:45pm

:
* NOW Meeting,
YWCA,
766 So.
;
Highland, 7pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

Deadline for
:
‘ 11 January ‘99 TIN 12]
* Fifty—One Percent"
Support
Sponsored by NOW,
Group, Jackson, TN,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
Regional Hospital,
* Southem Country
Classroom A,
Monthly Hoedown,
Jackson, TN, 2pm
Club 501
s
* Memphis Bears Club
+ Seduction, Amnesia
Night, Pipeline, 10pm

$5?“ Jonesboro,
£
* Customer Apprecia—
tion Day, One More

Bowling, Cordova
Lanes,g7945 Club Ctr.
Cove, 5:45pm
* WAC Meeting, 7pm,
call 272—3638
gg nuts
*HTCC Sunday
: School »
10am; Service, 11am
* Living Word Christian

9

Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324—GAYS

Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.
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* AIDS Consortium
Bi
* Lambda Support
s "Fifty.One
Percent,"»
* Bible Study, Holy
* Christmas Party, One
Y
Mig. United Way
Trinity Community
Group, Jackson, AN.
Sponsored by NOW,
More; 8pm
& F'dg' on U6’"°”g Sem
7pm
Regional Hospital,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm

ntegrity Mtg.,
, pM
Word
Dinner
6:45pm, * Living
Ud.
Church,
Christian
CalvaryALGA Episcopal
8 M51)
Service, 7pm
FDALA, OL M;
3
Universityy C Center,
7.23'6’6'5'
»@upM

Classroom A, 6pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

s

+ Jackson PFlag,
Madison, Co., , Ag
A
Extension Office, 309
C North Parkway,
Y
6:30pm

* Fabulous Bodies
I
AeluimfAmhesia

1450 POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TN
38104

* HTCC Sunday Schoogo

AWgas
Churgch Services, 10am
&6
* Safe4Harbor MCC,
Worship Service, 11am,
7pm
* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Ctr. Cove, 5:45pm
* WAC Meeting, 7pm, call
272—3638
* Benefit Performance of

Winter Solstiqe

* Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John‘s

(1st Day of Wlnter?
* B—GALA, U of M,

MethOd!5t' 6.230pm
* Memphis Pride Mtg.,
Fully Alive, 7pm
& Nadine & Friends,

$2136:ity Center,
OUP"
* Integrity
Board
Mao(ann
Mtg., 6:30pm

9

* Bible Study, Holy 23
Trinity Community
QhPVCh- 7pm
* Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
=

501 Club, 10pm
a

24 Christmas Day

® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Glory Boys, Amnesia
ty 2998:

Kwanzaa Holiday 9
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61

(901) 272—0855
CLIENT SERVICES
INFORMATION
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SUPPORT GROUPS
FOOD PANTRY

“Holidag Memories,"
Circuit Playhouse
A Public Service of the Triangle Journal News
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Two Cops Sue, Accusing

NYPD Officials of Allowing Gay Bias

suit that even though he is hetero—
sexual, he was harassed by other
officers because he did not object
to working with Baratto. He says
NEW YORK (AP) — Two cops
who claim they were physically. co—workers referred to him as
"Camacho the Homo."
and verbally abused by co—work—
Baratto was forced to take a
ers bigoted against homosexuals
have sued the city and the Police — desk job after he nearly had an
emotional collapse because of the
Department.
torment, said Colleen Meenan, his
Joseph Baratto, 45, of Queens,
lawyer.
says in court papers that since join—
‘"He voluntarily surrendered his
ing East Harlem‘s 23rd Precinct in
firearm because the years of abuse
1989 he has suffered constant, al—
got to him," she said.
most unbearable harassment by
Baratto, a 13—year veteran, says
other cops because he is Gay.
Steven Camacho, 29, of in court papers that officers forced
and locked him inside his locker
Westchester County, says in the
By Samuel Maull
Associated Press Writer

_

four times and twice handcuffed says he saw drawings on precinct
him and suspended him from a coat walls that depicted Baratto and him
rack in the precinct lunchroom. —
in sex acts, court papers say. One
On one occasion, co—workers _ scrawl on a precinct wall read,
grabbed Baratto and tried to force "Camacho is president of GOAL,"
him into a simulation of sex with he alleged.
another officer, court papers say.
GOAL, which stands for the
And during roll call, a supervisor Gay Officers Action League, is a
once asked whether Baratto‘s fraternal organization of Gay male
mother knew he was Gay.
and female police officers.
The lawsuit, filed Oct. 27 in
Camacho, now assigned to the
Manhattan State Supreme Court, 10th Precinct in Chelsea, says the
said that after Baratto and Camacho 23rd Precinct job environment was
began working together in 1995, so pervasively hostile and degrad—
co—workers taunted them about ing that he stopped working with
their "relationship."
Baratto, but "the harassment has
~_Camacho, on the job since 1993, continued unabated."

Lt. Stephen Biegel, a police
spokesman, said, "The Police De—
partment has not been served with
these papers yet. However, Police
Commissioner (Howard) Safir has
made it very clear that he will not
tolerate any discrimination based
on race, religion, gender, or sex ual
preference."
The lawsuit seeks unspecified
compensatory and punitive dam—
ages, and an injunction that would
force the department to try to pre—
vent the kind of harassment that
Baratto and Camacho allegedly
suffered.
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Kansas‘ Anti—Sodomy Law
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TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) —
Michael Moore hadn‘t planned to
stop his "Sodomobile" in the Kan—
sas state capitol.
But after the Flint, Mich., film—
maker and writer saw the Rev. Fred
W. Phelps Sr. protesting a few
weeks ago at Matthew Shepard‘s
funeral in Wyoming, he knew he
had to bring his crusade against
anti—sodomy laws to Topeka.
Prosecutors say Shepard was
beaten to death and robbed because
he was Gay.
Phelps‘ family and members of
his Westboro Baptist Church in
Topeka — known for their anti—ho—
mosexual views — picketed out—
side Shepard‘s funeral, holding
anti—Gay signs. One sign read:
"God Hates Fags."
"There was a collective moan of
disgust across America when
people saw him there with his fam—
ily," Moore said.
Moore may be best known for
his 1989 film, Roger and Me,
which criticized General Motors
for abandoning some of its Flint
plants.
On Oct. 29, Moore traveled

through Topeka in a recreational
vehicle, decorated with pink satin
and leopard skin and dubbed the
Sodomobile. He made stops at the
Capitol and at a counterprotest ,
against Phelps and his sympathiz—
ers.
Signs on Moore‘s RV mocked
Phelps‘ anti—homosexual pickets
that are a common sight in Topeka.
A band of men, hired by Moore,
suggestively danced on top of the
RV to the songs "Celebrate" and
"It‘s Raining Men." Several of the
men kissed each other.
"There wasn‘t anything that we
hadn‘t seen before," said Phelps‘
daughter, Margie Jean Phelps. She
noted that church members have
picketed in the Castro District, a
Gay area in San Francisco, and at
the International Gay Games in
New York City.

Perpetuating Prejudice
A study published in November
by Harvard University finds that
while reporting on Lesbians and
Gay men over the past 50 years has
improved dramatically, serious
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Moore taped several discussions
with Phelps and members of his
church for his new television se—
ries, which is expected to air after
the first of the year. He planned to
visit and videotape in eight states
with anti—sodomy laws.
The show will appear on an un—
determined cable station. It will be
similar to Moore‘s 1994 television
series TV Nation, which aired on
both NBC and Fox.
Moore said Topekans reacted to
his protest with both humor and a
sense of embarrassment. He said he
would make every effort to tell the
story of the Phelps family without
identifying Topeka as the group‘s
hometown.
"People in Topeka are embar—
rassed. It gives Topeka a bad
name," Moore said.
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problems remain in the coverage
afforded the community.
Lisa Bennett, a recent Harvard
fellow and faculty member at New
York University, wrote the report
surveying the past 50 years using
Time and Newsweek magazines as
a window into how the issues have
been framed and discussed.
Among the findings of The
Perpetuation of Prejudice In
Reporting on Gays and Lesbians:
the significant imbalance in report—
ing on Lesbians versus Gay men up
until the 1990s; the continuing
equation of the Lesbian and Gay
community with sex, and the un—
questioning acceptance of "ex—
perts". on these issues.
Bennett‘s recommendations in—
clude: questioning derogatory com:—
ments, instead of letting them stand
on their own; insistence upon evi—
dence supporting stereotypes and
allegations; challenging powerful
sources who may be given cre—
dence without having to defend
statements based on bias or per—
sonal prejudice.
Lisa Bennett may be contacted
via e—mail at Benscribe@aol.com.
—GLAAD
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They‘re Fully Alive, and
By Ira L. King
Staff Writer
It was at a retreat for Lesbian
nuns in St. Louis that Susan
Taranto and Carol Schlicksup met.
That was seven years ago. Today
they have both left their respective
orders and become partners in busi—
ness and in life.
Susan, 52 and Carol, 53, both
grew up in the Catholic tradition.
They practice marriage and family
therapy and are clinical members
of the American Association of
Marriage and Family Therapists.
This means they have met the nec—
essary education and training re—
quirements to practice in their
discipline.
Carol was attracted to Susan‘s
"spontaneity, spirituality, and the
fact that she was cute." For Susan
it was Carol‘s "depth and realness."
When they met Susan was living
and workingin private practice at
Fully Alive (the business she
founded) and Carol was living in
Atlanta and working for The Open
Door Community, a community for
homeless people, as a volunteer.
Neither had a partner before.
Having met, they decided they
would share a life together. There
were some tough decisions to
make. Even though Carol‘s finan—
cial future was uncertain, she

Loving

moved to Memphis.
Susan and Carol did what you
would expect two people with their
backgrounds to do. They talked
about the changes, the apprehen—
sion, the fear, all those emotions
that come flooding through when
a new relationship is in the forma—
tive stages. They decided that their
potential for happiness together
was greater than any fears and ap—
prehensions they encountered.
Both have some angst toward
the Catholic church, its treatment
of women in general and its treat—
ment of Lesbians in particular. I
wondered if either of them got mad
at God once they discovered their
sexual orientation and realized that
such orientation was not condoned
by the church. "I got mad at the
church, not at God." said Carol.
She felt the Church "neutered"
women. She notes that some of the
changes taking place in the Catho—
lic church today are merely acts of
tokenism The male hierarchy of the
Catholic church does not presently
permit women to serve the church
in ways that are on par with their
male counterparts.
Susan "yelled at God!" She
wondered out loud how or why
God would allow her to be a Les—
bian. This was not what she had
bargained for. At the same time,
she felt tremendous relief At last

It!

she could see herself as a whole
person, full alive as a Lesbian, a
spiritual being and a person of
worth.
Today Susan and Carol are fully
integrated into each other‘s lives.
They are partners in a thriving busi—
ness, Fully Alive. Fully Alive was
founded by Susan 10 years ago. It
is a center for personal enrichment.
Their clients are straight, Gay,
single, partnered, married (in the
legal sense), young, old and every—
thing in between. To the best of my

knowledge there is no other clini—
cal agency in the Memphis area
offering what they offer to the Gay
community. Memphis Pride, Inc.
holds its meetings in their facility.
They were sponsors of the re—
cently—discontinued PRIDE Rap
and are starting a new group for
Lesbians in December.
Lest I paint to rosy a picture,
Susan and Carol are not perfect
beings. They have their disagree—
ments. They argue. They are quite
human. When they feel it neces—

sary, they go to therapy as a couple.
They have issues to work through
and realize that getting help is not
a sign of weakness, but of strength.
As they look to the future, Carol
wants to write a book. Susan, on
the other hand, wants to be in—
volved with more retreats and
workshops for the Gay community.
They are both dedicated to the bet—
terment of the lives of Gays and
Lesbians in our community. They
are an asset to all of Memphis.

Two Women Seek Court‘s Approval of
Parenting Child
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — An 8—
year—old girl raised from birth by a
Lesbian couple should legally be
able to call both women "mother,"
an attorney for the couple told a
state appeals court.
"It‘s in their daughter‘s best in—
terest for the court to recognize that
both women have been mothers in
every sense of the word," said
Patricia Logue, the couple‘s law—
yer and an attorney for the Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund
Inc.
Logue made the argument Tues—
day before a three—judge panel of
the Ohio 5th District Court of Ap—
peals in Canton.

The case involves two Summit
County women, one of whom is the
bioiogical mother of the 8—year—old
girl. The child was conceived by
artificial insemination.
The two women, identified in
court documents by pseudonyms,
filed a request in Summit County
Probate Court in 1996 to allow the
nonbiological mother to adopt. The
court turned them down, saying the
Ohio Adoption Act requires one
mother to give up her status as a
parent before the other can adopt.
Logue argued that the adoption
request should be treated as a step—
parent adoption. Logue said such
adoptions allow a person to adopt

the biological or adoptive children
of his or her partner without end—
ing the first parent‘s legal status as
a parent.
Such adoptions are available to
heterosexual stepparents, and in an
increasing number of states, to ho—
mosexual and other unwed couples
as well.
"This child shouldn‘t be penal—
ized because her parents can‘t be
married," Logue said. She said the
two women have been in a com—
mitted relationship for 17 years.
A decision could come by Feb.
9, when Judge W. Don Reader re—
tires from the bench.
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_D‘Amato Endorsement Sparked Controversy In
By Ronald Powers
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The nation‘s largest Gay and
Lesbian political organization
has been buffeted by contro—
versy and strife since it en—
dorsed Republican Sen. Alfonse
D‘ Amato over Democratic Rep.
Charles Schumer in the New
York Senate race.
In the weeks since the Hu—
man Rights Campaign threw its
support to D‘Amato in New
York‘s nail—biter race, the
Washiugton—based group has
been flooded with faxes, e—mails
and letters of protest. A promi—
nent board member. Marylouise
Oates, quit.
"Your organization is no
longer a member of the Gay and .
Lesbian community ... You can
state whatever positions you
want in Washington, support
whomever you wish, but you are
still invisible, alone, sad, with—
ered, zero," one angry New
Yorker wrote. "I wish I were a
member so I could cancel my
membership."
Actually, many Gay and Les—
bian New Yorkers have quit
over the controversial endorse—

ment of the generally conserva—
tive D‘Amato and some donors
say they‘ll give no more, said
Winnie Stachelberg, political
director of the Human Rights
Campaign.
The organization set up a
special voice—mail phone line to
record complaints, and the
group issued a lengthy explana—
tion of its endorsement on its
Internet site and in a mailing.
"Clearly there are a lot of
folks who are unhappy with our
decision and they have called to
let us know," said Stachelberg.
The HRC‘s 25—member
board struggled with the en—
dorsement for months, and or—
ganization leaders say it was the
hardest decision they have ever
made.
Schumer has a long record of
supporting issues homosexuals
traditionally care about, and,
unlike D‘Amato, he is a vocal
advocate of abortion rights.
"It was very difficult for us
to endorse someone who is not
pro—choice," said Stachelberg.
But D‘Amato has sided with
the organization in many impor—
tant fights, supporting Gays in
the military, backing national
hate—crime legislation and criti—

cizing Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott after he compared
homosexuality to alcoholism
and kleptomania.
Tim Smith, co—chair of the
HRC‘ s New York steering com—
mittee, said the panel lobbied
against the D‘Amato endorse—
ment, preferring either an en—
dorsement of both candidates or
no endorsement at all.
HRC leaders respond that
they have a policy of favoring
incumbents friendly to their is—
sues. To seek and receive
D‘ Amato‘s support and then re—
ward him with a dual endorse—
ment, or no endorsement, would
send a signal to other lawmak—
ers that HRC can‘t be counted
on, they say.
"They expected much out—
rage from our community and
that‘s what they‘re getting,"
said Matt Foreman, head of the
Empire State Pride Agenda.
While it‘s too early to gauge
the long—term impact of the
D‘ Amato endorsement on the
250,000—member Human Rights
Campaign, some see it as a po—
litical maturing of an organiza—
tion that‘s traditionally backed
liberal Democrats and has been
close to the Clinton White

Gay Community

House.
"It‘ s a real paradox for some—
body like me. I would like to see
D‘Amato retired. I would like
to see Chuck Schumer in the
Senate," said Ethan Geto, a vet—
eran Gay activist and the cam—
paign manager for D‘Amato‘s
Democratic opponent six years
ago, former state Attorney Gen—
eral Robert Abrams.
"From a purely national
Gay—rights political vantage
point I‘ m not thrilled about what
HRC did, but I certainly under—
stand it and accept it," he said.
Kevin Ivers of the Gay politi—

cal group Log Cabin Republi—
cans said the D‘ Amato endorse—
ment was the HRC‘ s first step
toward recognizing that the Re—
publicans control Congress, and
it would make the group a more
effective lobbying power on
Capitol Hill.
"It‘s one of those painful
growing steps an organization
has to take if they‘re going to
evolve from being a public re—
lations and fund—raising opera—
tion to being a serious player in
politics," said Ivers. "A one—
party strategy is wrong."
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pumpkin.
Happy to hear... Luckily, I was
surrounded by pilgrims. Giving wet
dreams a holiday twist were all the
pumpkin seeds that were inmy bed.
Happy Thanksgiving to you all, and
may each one of you have a pump—
kin eater of your own this special
season.

COMPLETE

PREVIEW BOOTHS AND

(Brooks

Sad to say... Transgenders defi—
nitely get no respect, especially in the
workforce. The focus is on their ap—
pearance, and not their talents.
Happy to hear... Minnesota,
once again, sets itself apart from the
crowd as being the only state that
affords legal protections against the
discrimination for those who iden—
tify themselves as transgender. Get
this... After teaching in the public
schools for seven years as a man,
teacher Williams interviewed as a
woman for the position of music in—
structor. Though not required to dis—
close such personal information,
when officials learned, she agreed to
take a paid leave so a plan could be
developed to "introduce her." After
a special mailing on the issue, par—
ents and the 1,400 students were in—
troduced to their new teacher, Alyssa
Williams. She is the second public
school teacher to come out as
transgender this year.
Sad to say... Do you find that as
you age (Gasp!!! I‘ll be 45 Dec. 11),
your dreams seem to get weirder and
weirder. Mine certainly have. For
instance, I recently woke from a
dream feeling really good, almost
giddy. I dreamt I was celebrating the
very first Thanksgiving when all of
a sudden — poof! — I turned into a

.
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Sad to say... Through my asso—
ciation with the Ryan White Consor—
Sad to Say,
tium and Loving Arms particularly,
I have come to realize that AIDS af—
Happy to Hear
fects women differently in many
ways. Now there is proof there also
is a difference medically. Women
By Butch Valentine
(41
infected with HIV need to start treat—
ment sooner than men because
Happy to hear... Keep up the
smaller amounts of the virus in them
Sad to say... With World AIDS
great research, and keep the hope
can cause AIDS.
Day within our sights, it is time to
alive. To be honest, I wish I were one
Happy to hear... Clinical guide—
remember those who are not with us
of those three patients. First, drug
lines for anti—viral therapy need to be
on this auspicious occasion. Though
"cocktails." Now maybe there will
changed for women because they
their physical presence is missed,
be a drug "detergent." Can‘t wait to
were developed from data gathered
they are with us in the ways that
see what‘s next.
from Gay white men. Let this serve
counts most... in our hearts, in our
Sad to say... Another example of as a reminder that women are from
souls, and in our thoughts and
government waste of funds. There is
Venus and men are from Mars in the
prayers. Those who will be remem—
an actual study on how viagra affects
respect we are very different physi—
bered on World AIDS Day are re—
sheep with a low libido. But the
cally and—emotionally, and the virus
membered everyday, by someone,
sheep have turned the tables in this
infects and affects us all differently.
somewhere. It is our duty as citizens
study.
Sad to say... Sadly, HIV is in—
of the world to remember our friends,
Happy to hear... Now the sheep
creasing in the nation‘s rural areas,
as well as those who are kindred spir—
are hitting on the farmers!
and that‘s a disturbing new trend.
its in this passionate fight. And let
Sad to say... Just when you
Happy to hear... They could re—
us, on this our day of special Thanks—
thought it was safe to go in the wa—
verse the trend if they just changed
giving, make a commitment to our—
ter... Because of testing irregularities
the safe sex message... you do not
selves and to each other to do all we
in a New York laboratory that practice safe sex by tagging all the
can to make this community, our
screens Mid—South donor blood,
sheep that kick!
Memphis, a kinder and gentler com—
thousands of patients who received
Sad to say... Minnesota is known
munity in which to live.
blood transfusions at area hospitals
as the Land of 10,000 Lakes. Well,
Happy to hear... With that in
between June 1995 and December the nation may be thinking the state‘s
mind, please allow me to extend to
1996 are being notified that they need
voters must be waterlogged. In a
my readers my invitation to be with
to
be tested. They will be screened
three—way race, Jesse "The Body"
us Dec. 1 for "An Artful Observance
for HIV, hepatitis B and C, and a leu—
Ventura, former pro—wrestler, was
For World AIDS Day" at Ledbetter
kemia—associated virus.
elected governor, to the shock of
Lusk Gallery in the Laurelwood
Happy to hear... Of the 150
many.
Shopping Center. A moving and
people
who have been screened
Happy to hear... He wanted to
united effort by Aloysius Home,
(Commercial Appeal, Nov. 3), fewer be an alternative candidate, and that
Friends For Life and Loving Arms
than 20 have shown evidence of ex—
he was. This guy is not shy, wearing
to bring together supporters for the
posure to hepatitis B or C, while none
pink tights and a feathered boa into
greater good, the public showing will
have shown evidence of AIDS infec—
the ring. On a more serious side, Gov.
feature art as created by the residents
tion. I hope that bit of good news
Hunk is a fiscal conservative, but a
of Aloysius. They say an artist is best
continues.
social libertarian who favors Gay
if he has known pain or suffered.
Sad to say... The recent Novem—
rights and legalizing Gay marriages.
Then speaking as a PWA, these
ber elections saw some disappoint—
He ran an innovative campaign on a
should be masterpieces. Join us from
ing results for Gays and Lesbians,
shoestring against political powers,
5—7 p.m. for beverages and hors
notably the banning of same—sex
such as Hubert Humphrey III. He
d‘ oeurvres. There is no cover charge
marriages in Hawaii and Alaska.
brings to the capital experience as
or active solicitation of donations, but
Happy to hear... and I mean
mayor to a town of 60,000. If this
if you insist on making a contribu—
REALLY happy to hear... Newt ° country can have a peanut farmer and
tion, it will be used to purchase per—
Gingrinch is resigning his post as
an actor as President, why not a
sonal hygiene items for the clients.
Speaker of the House, and will de—
rassler.
Following that, journey into Mid—
part Congress entirely in January.
Sad to say... Yes, we are all tired
town to attend "To See The Stars
The Republican Righteous Wonders
of Monica. Glad the Paula Jones
Instead Of The Night." Founded &nd
didn‘t do as well as they thought they
thing has been taken care of. Now
organized by First Congregational
would. The party‘s intolerant policies
Linda Tripp is in the news, with her
Church, this uplifting service is in it‘s
were a major factor. A song from The
trial in Maryland and all.
sixth year, and keeping with tradi—
Wizard ofOz comes to mind... "Ding
Happy to hear... Every time I see
tion of holding the observance in
dong, the witch is dead, the mean old
her on TV, Hook at her face and want
churches and synagogues throughout
witch, the wicked witch... "
to grate cheese.
our city, Mount Olive Cathedral
CME, 538 Linden, is the host con—
gregation this year.
Sad to say... No cure, no vaccine,
no Fat Lady singing yet.
Happy to hear... But the sun is
shining brighter every day... exciting
news on the treatment front. Re—
searchers have
successfully
"washed" the virus out of the blood
system of three PWAs. Better yet,
one of the patient‘s biopsied lymph
nodes, known hiding grounds for
HIV, even tested negative. The new
therapy involves cocktail therapy
plus interlukin 2 (IL—2).
Sad to say... Now let me burst the
bubble a little bit. The virus is known
to hide throughout the body, includ—
ing brain tissue. Leave one little area
ofinfection untouched, and the vi—
rus will come roaring back, possibly
DAYS
in a mutated form.
mearmemmeuas
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We also noted with interest that

Oh, Yeah, Thanksgiving!
By Vincent Astor
«Even if retailers neglect Thanks—
giving in favor of Hallowe‘en and
Christmas, our community does
not.
Anyone may eat Thanksgiving
dinner at the following locations:
The Jungle, Lorenz, Pipeline or
Club 501. One More will hold its
feast on Sun., Nov. 22.
If you read this really fast, you
too can witness the reenactment of
a Pilgrim Worship Service (scaled
down from 4 hours to 45 minutes)
at First Congregational Church on
Wed., Nov. 25. You may be sur—
prised that Pilgrim—era Congrega—
tionalists were encouraged to dance
with persons of the same sex and
chastised for mixed dancing. Well,
1990‘s—era Congregationalists en—
courage both. It also goes to show
that not all re—enactors are Confed—
erate wannabes.

there were quotes from all three

Gay night in Bartlett (yes,

congregations founded by our com—

Bartlett) began with a revisiting of

Lady A in a Pique
Dar Shirley: Didn‘t your
mama tell you that you catch more
flies with honey than with stale
beer? As we said to you at the time,
don‘t even bother to speak.

munity in the Memphis Flyer ar—

the 1939 classic The Wizard of Oz

Lady A. Otherwise
With all of the mess associated
with any move, Holy Trinity held
its first service in its new location
on All Saints Day, Nov. 1. There
was a very large attendance for a
beautiful service. The space is
ample and it has managed to quit
looking like an old bank branch.
The brand new mural and tile floors
set a reverential tone for the space.
The good news is that there is more
than plenty of parking. The other
news is that the temptation to go
antiquing after the service is almost
too strong with an antique mall
right next door.

brought to our

Brothers

attention that

distributing

Grace Perry,

this

well known to

MGM

many in our

ture. Do go

community, is

see it; it is like

still holding

seeing an old

ticle "Gay and Christian," Holy

with everything a tired old queen

Trinity, Safe Harbor and Living

like me would want out of it. On

Word as well as Associate Pastor

the big screen no less, although
Louis B. Mayer must be turning

Scott Howell from First Congo.

cartwheels in his grave knowing
W a r noe r

It has been

is

famous

friend

at

the

has matured

Brushmark

much for the

restaurant at

better.

Brooks Mu—

think you‘ll

other alterna—
tive

for

a

Sunday lunch,
a weekday lunch and the occasional
evening. We certainly plan to
sample some of this in the near fu—
ture. Grace and company have ca—
tered several of Lorretta Williams‘
Beyond Tea events which are al—
ways lovely. This year‘s excellent
dinner was no exception.
And another thing, two birth—
days will be celebrated at 501‘s
Thanksgiving, one is Lorretta her—
self.
Who can you get to butler since
Arthur Treacher retired? Chef
Steve will. And what‘s more, baby,
he can cook.
We attended the grand opening
of

Chaos,

who

We

S

seum of Art.

on

Front

St.,

on

Halloween night. The bottom floor
is very bright in light greys with
red neon. There is a small dance
floor which becomes the stage.
Two stories upstairs is another bar
and dance are in the old cotton
classing room way above. The aura

see a few
things you
never noticed
before.
We then
trekked over to a new saloon,
Leland‘s Pub, which has recently
opened on Summer Avenue be—
tween Shelby Oaks and Sycamore
View. Amnesia has certainly set
the trend ofbars offthe beaten path
with minimal signage. You have to
look twice to see the sign and the
building is set back in a parking lot
off of Summer. Once inside, how—
ever, you find a nicelylit dance bar
— dancing right, seating left, bar
center. Those of you who have
heard of this on the Net will be
pleased to know that it is Gay/Les—
bian—oriented
but
non—Gay
friendly. An intimate section called
the Darkroom has been set aside for
visiting of a more private nature.
Seating is available and the light—
ing is dimmer. This is the furthest
out venue since the Raven burned
in the 70s or the short—lived Fid—
dler in Eastgate and, technically, it
is in Memphis. It is far enough out
to
be.
near—as—dammit
in
Bartlett...so suburbanites, take
note!

ofthis space is very New Orleans.
So, there is now a new dance bar
on either side of town. Read on.

mB

Oh, yes. The other club we for—
got that was founded in 1991 is

WOLF RIVER

Drugs, alcohol and depression are the first problem.... The next

PLUMBING &

problemis finding a treatment center where you can safely be your
—

self andtalk about the things you needto.

PIPING

Fortunately, Pride Institute, the nation‘s leaderin providing mental
health & addiction treatment forthe gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
communities, has a number of programs nationally.

At the Holiday Season,
our thoughts turn gratefully to those

Once More With Feeling
With sadness but a fond fare—
well, Sam Graves shall have his
name in the paper one last time.
Sam died of cancer on Sat., Nov.
14. The best thing I can find to say
is that I have not heard an unkind
word about Sam from anyone,
Ever.

pic—

forth as chef

This is yet an—

Memphis Leather/Levi Alliance,
known simply as Alliance or sev—
eral derivatives thereof.

Pageants and Benefits
Department
Congratulations to Miss Mess
Memphis—Kendall Jackson. "It was
vivid, to say the least," commented
Melina.
Friends For Life‘s annual HHH
masquerade made $11,000 with the
day—after brunch making $5,500.
Aphrodite‘s That‘s Entertain—.
ment raised $1,500 for Loving
Arms. Several former Aphrodite
sisters were in attendance includ—
ing Gail Cluskey, all the way from
California. Founding. members
Bette Hefner and Sharon Wray
were present and acknowledged.
Founding member Grace Perry was
serving the second sitting at Be—
yond Tea at 501.
The show began with a reprise
of the club‘s famous Best Little
Whorehouse number. Later, in a
turnabout, it became the Worst
Little Whorehouse. The tips didn‘t —.
come in fast enough to suit Hefner,
so she sent her "babies ofthe night"
out into the audience to gather
more, which they did.
Congratulations to the new Miss
Gay Memphis—Tanesha Dupree
Star. The winner is from Alabama,
she also won Miss 501. Local fa—
vorite Allota Myles placed first al—
ternate.
Miss River City was not held. It
looks like Memphis is overlots of
pageants for the time being.
It is getting to be time for nomi—
nations for Tsarus‘ Man of the Year
award. The club solicits nomina—
tions from the community to assist
in awarding the oldest community
commendation in Memphis. Mem—
bers may be reached through the
address in TIN Resources or at the
club night on the first Saturday of
each month at the Pipeline.
The Runaround
World AIDS Day will be
commemmorated at Mount Olive
Cathedral, on Linden at Danny
Thomas, on Tue, Det\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\IIII
111111111111at 8 p.m. First Con—
gregational Church and Mt. Olive
will sponsor the event with music
by the Memphis Civic Orchestra
and the Mt. Olive choir.

who have made our progress possible.
¥ PRIDE
INSTITUTE
Thank you and Warmest Wishes
800—54—PRIDE
Medicare and most insurance plans cover our programs:
i

www. pride—institute.com
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for the Holiday Season

Final Round
Go hug somebody who needs
one.
And keep your hands above the
waist...unless invited, of course.
Ta, ta.
V.A.

How Gay. Was the

Harlem

The decade of the 1920s wit—
"Niggerati Manor" (a playful twist
nessed a cultural explosion in the
on the term "literati"). There in the
upper Manhattan neighborhood
summer of that year, Thurman,
known as Harlem, with African—
Nugent, Hughes and several others
American literature, art and music
started an experimental journal
flourishing there like never before
called Fire! Each of them pledged
or since. Though straight histori— ~ $50 to finance the project. But be—
ans rarely acknowledge it, the roll
cause most of them lived off small
call of artists who created the
stipends from generous patrons,
Harlem Renaissance reads like a they couldn‘t afford to pay up.
who‘s who of queers from that era.
Thurman, the only one with a day
Originally a Jewish neighbor— job, thus assumed financial respon—
hood, Harlem became predomi—
sibility for the endeavor.
nantly Black in the early 20th
Fire! debuted in November,
century, when African Americans
1926 and was immediately contro—
from the South began migrating to
versial. In addition to gritty poems
northern cities in large numbers.
and stories on jazz and the blues,

D

A

V

B

Some of the most acclaimed poets
and writers of that age lived in
Harlem and formed a queer liter—
ary community there.
Alain Locke, a professor at
Howard University and part—time
Harlem resident, was one of the
fathers of the new movement. A
Gay man, Locke fostered the ca—
reers of many younger Gay poets,
including Langston Hughes,
Countee Cullen, Richard Bruce
Nugent and Wallace Thurman.
Though none of Locke‘s proteges
except Nugent wrote openly about
their sexuality, Gay critics have
begun to read Cullen‘s poems for
their queer codes, especially
"Young Sailor" and "Waterfront
Streets." In the 1930s, Cullen
taught high school English to an—
other budding Gay writer, James
Baldwin.
In 1926, several of the young
men in Locke‘s circle lived to—
gether in a boarding house that
Zora Neale Hurston dubbed ~

I

A

N

_C

0

Nugent‘s "Smoke, Lilies, and
Jade" appeared, the first Gay—
themed essay by an African Ameri—
can ever published in this country.
The autobiographical piece, which
he published under his first and
middle names only, included veiled
but vivid descriptions of a night of
passion between two men.
Nugent‘s assertion that "one can
love two [sexes] at the same time"
shocked Harlem.
The first issue of Fire! was the
only one ever published. Ironically,
a fire in the basement where the
printed journal was stored de—
stroyed most of the copies. It took
Thurman years to pay off the print—
ing bill, and the group was unable
to finance another issue. .
Lesbian writers were active in
Harlem, too. Nella Larsen‘s novel,
Passing, was about a Black woman
passing for white, but contempo—
rary Lesbian critics have also read
its main character as a Lesbian
passing for straight. Angelina

Renaissance?

Weld—Grimke published plays and
poems about race, but she also left
behind many unpublished Lesbian
love poems with suggestive titles
such as "To Her of the Cruel Lips."
Like the literary scene,
Harlem‘s night life was over—
whelmingly queer. Many whites
came north for (in their words)
"slumming," attending drag balls
at Hamilton Lodge or catching
shows at the clubs along "Jungle
Alley" (133rd Street). Among the
slummers was Carl Van Vechten,
a wealthy Gay writer who became
a patron of Hughes and Cullen. Gay
celebrities such as Noel Coward
and Cole Porter frequented
Harlem‘s "buffet flats," private
parties that offered a smorgasbord
of sexual possibilities.
Many Lesbian entertainers
found work in Harlem during this
time. One of the most popular was
Gladys Bentley, a 200—pound
"bulldagger" who got her start
playing piano at "rent parties" (pri—
vate affairs held in apartments to
raise rent money for the hosts).
Bentley later sang in Harlem clubs
in top hat and tails, becoming fa—
mous for altering the words of
popular songs to create raunchy
lyrics about straight sex.
Blues singer Gertrude "Ma"
Rainey was even more daring in
her choice of material. Rainey
wrote and performed "Prove It on
Me Blues," a challenge to listeners
to "prove" her Lesbianism:
Went out last night with a group
of myfriends.
They must‘ve been women,
‘cause I don‘t like no men.
.. they say I do it, ain‘t nobody
caught me.
They sure got to prove it on me.
In "Sissy Blues," Rainey sang
about a man who "got a sissy, his
name is Kate. / He shook that thing

like jelly on a plate." Other Les—
bian and bisexual women were
regular performers in Harlem and
went on to national fame, among
them Bessie Smith, Ethel Waters
and Billie Holiday.
In literature and in entertain—
ment, Lesbians, Gay men and bi—
sexuals were tolerated in Harlem
for their creative accomplish—
ments. They were able to form a
thriving subculture that was ap—
preciated and sought out by
straight and Gay people and that
influenced later generations of
queer artists.
David Bianco, M.A., is the au—
thor of Modern Jewish History
for Everyone. He can be reached
care of this publication or at
AriBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www. Gay.net.

L.A.

For further reading:
Davis, Angela Y. Blues Lega—
cies and Black Feminism:
Gertrude "Ma" Rainey, Bessie
Smith, and Billie Holiday.
Garber, Eric. "A Spectacle in
Color: The Lesbian and Gay Sub—
culture of Jazz Age Harlem." In
Martin Duberman et al., eds.,
Hidden from History: Reclaiming
the Gay and Lesbian Past.
—. "Gladys Bentley: The
Bulldagger Who Sang the Blues."
OUT/LOOK, Spring 1988.
Reimoneng, Alden. "The
Harlem Renaissance." In Claude
J. Summers, ed., The Gay and
Lesbian Literary Herit: ge.
Watson, Steven. The Harlem
Renaissance: Hub of African—
American Culture, 1920—1930.

Officers Should

Evaluated on

Be

How They

Handle Hate Crimes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Attacks
motivated by hatred of race, sexual
orientation and religion are on the
rise, so city officials are fighting back
by adopting a new set of recommen—
dations to improve the way police
identify and investigate those of—
fenses.
"The recommendations put forth
Nov. 11 make it clear that Angele—
nos have no tolerance for crimes mo—
tivated by hatred or bias of any kind,"
Mayor Richard Riordan said at a
news conference. "To those who
would commit hate crimes, you will
be caught and you will be pros—
ecuted."
Police commissioners, prosecu—
tors, and city and community lead—

ers hailed the "sweeping changes,"
saying that they will make Los An—
geles a national leader in investigat—
ing and prosecuting such crimes.
The recommendations are among
‘several handed up by the city‘s 25—
member Hate Crimes Task Force,
which was created in 1996.
Command officers already must
prepare a plan annually on how they
will deal with hate crime in their ar—
eas. Through this recommendation,
officers will be evaluated on how
they follow through with their plans,
said Ken Ferber, spokesman for com—
mission..
Officials project that by the end
of this year there will have been 516
hate crimes, up from 434 in 1997.

DC Chief Denies Department
Ignores

Male

Prostitution

By Nancy Zuckerbrod
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Male
prostitutes could be soliciting near
police headquarters because they feel
safer there, the District of Columbia‘s
police chief said Nov. 9.
"Male prostitutes get beaten up
because they‘re homosexuals ... but
hate crimes on them are less likely to
be perpetrated near police headquar—
ters," Chief Charles Ramsey said.
He was responding to a report in
The Washington Times that male hus—
tlers routinely solicit sex from other
men just outside police headquarters
on Indiana Avenue in Northwest
Washington.
Ramsey said police are just as
concerned about male prostitutes as
they are about female prostitutes.

"Prostitutes are prostitutes," said
Ramsey. "There‘s no difference if
they‘re male or female."
;
The reason officers have not
stamped out the problem along Indi—
ana Avenue is that the department
does have "limited resources," said
Ramsey.
He said a special prostitution task
force is made up of just 15 people
and has focused on tackling the prob—
lem in residential and commercial
areas where people have complained
about street walkers for years. Un—
der Ramsey‘s reorganization plan,
the prostitution task force is to be dis—
banded and district officers will be .
responsible for combating prostitu—
tion in their jurisdictions.
"We‘ve got to be a little bit
smarter," Ramsey said. ‘"Maybe we
need to be on foot."

AND GIFTS
We Carry:
Recycled Paper Greeting Cards...
Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas, Ete.
(The Fun Greeting Card Company)
Other Greeting Cards * Unusual Gift Items
Outdoor Seasonal Flags * Pride Merchandise
T—Shirts * Stuffed Animals * Accessories
Come by and see John & Ray. We want to be Your Fun Store!
553 S. Cooper St., Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
Operating Hours:
Mon.—Wed. 10 a.m.—6 p.m. * Thurs.—Sat. 9 a.m.—7 p.m. * Sun. 1—6 p.m.
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Winnipeg

Elects Openly Gay Mayor; A First for Major Canadian City

WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) —
A city councilman once featured in
a documentary about Gay foster
fathers has won the mayoral race
in Winnipeg, becoming the first
openly Gay mayor of a major Ca—
nadian city.

"It was a history—making night,"
said Glen Murray after returns
compiled late Oct. 29 showed him
winning easily over six other can—
didates.
Winnipeg is Manitoba‘s capital
and, with 667,000 residents, is the

BBC Apologizes to
Cabinet

British

Minister Called

LONDON (AP) — The British
Broadcasting Corp. has apologized
to a Cabinet minister who was de—
scribed as Gay during a news pro—
gram.
Aides to Trade Secretary Peter
Mandelson said Nov. 2 he had re—
ceived a letter of apology from
BBC chairman Sir Christopher
Bland.
Mandelson, who prefers not to
make an issue of his sexual orien—
tation, planned no comment on the
letter, the aides said.
The controversy began Oct. 27
when newspaper columnist Mat—
thew Parris said on a late—night
BBC program that Mandelson was
"certainly" Gay.
The remark came during specu—
lation about the sexuality of an—
other Cabinet minister, Ron
Davies, who resigned as Welsh
Secretary last week because of
what he called a "lapse of judg—
ment" with a stranger who robbed
him after the two met at London‘s
Clapham Common, a popular Gay
hangout, and left together.
Davies has given no clear expla—

Gay

nation of what happened. But he
has denied he was seeking Gay sex
or drugs, even after days of ban—
ner headlines and tabloid stories.
Meanwhile, the BBC added to
the controversy by ordering staff
members never to repeat the re—
mark by Parris, who is openly Gay,
on any of its programs.
That move provoked charges of
clumsy censorship and of giving
special treatment to Mandelson, a
close adviser to Prime Minister
Tony Blair and among the.
country‘s most influential politi—
cians.
Protesters included the opposi—
tion Conservative Party, several of
whose politicians were pursued by
the media over extramarital affairs
when the party was in power.
Also opposed to the BBC‘s
move was Northern Ireland Secre—
tary Mo Mowlam, also a leading
member of the Blair Cabinet. Ms.
Mowlam said she and other panel—
ists on a Friday night BBC radio
talk show were told not to mention
Mandelson and the Gay remark.
"I‘m not about to be unfair or

FALL

largest Canadian city between
Toronto and Calgary, Alberta.
Murray, 41, became one of
Canada‘s better—known Gay poli—
ticians six years ago when, with his
troubled foster son Michael Curtis,
he was featured in a film documen—

unjust to colleagues, but we‘ ve all
stated very clearly that to be given
guidelines is insulting," she said
during the show.
The BBC altered a news quiz
program to remove a running joke
about Mandelson, but the TV sat—
ire program Have I Got News For
You? was allowed to broadcast a
clip of the Parris comment.

tary called "A Kind of Family."
Murray did not make his sexual
orientation a focus ofthe campaign,
concentrating instead on economic
issues and moderating some of the
left—of—centerpositions he espoused
during three terms on the city coun—
cil.
His main opponent, grocery—
store executive Philip Kaufman,
did not raise the homosexuality is—
sue explicitly, though he made ref—
erences early in the campaign to
family values.
Late in the campaign, a local
minister organized a prayer vigil
and urged voters to oppose Murray.
"This is not a matter of hating
anyone," said Bruce Martin, pas—
tor of Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church. "It‘s a matter of biblical
interpretation."
Murray‘s victory was celebrated
by Gays in Winnipeg.
"It‘s a potent symbol that an

openly Gay person should be
elected to a high post like this,"said
Chris Vogel, a Gay rights activist.
"It contributes to the growing sense
that there‘s nothing wrong with
being homosexual." ;
Murray, seeking to portray him—
self as mainstream, said he would
follow the practice of previous
Winnipeg mayors and refuse to of—
ficially proclaim a Gay Pride week
in the city. In fact, he said he will
try to avoid issuing such proclama—
tions on behalf of any group or
cause.
"We‘re a city of such diversity,
of so many cultures," he said.
"We‘re a city ofgreat tolerance, of
hope and I just think all of those
values were reaffirmed tonight."
There are only a couple ofdozen
openly Gay politicians in Canada,
including two members of the fed—
eral Parliament.

637 Hwy 145 S.
Shannon, MS
601—767—9500
Near Tupelo
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(901) 272—2853
Inside — Florist, Plants, Gifts, Baskets

Did you set your clocks back?
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Bulbs are here!

Start inside soon for Holiday flora.

Rust build—up on burners causes:
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QUEER

§C)ence
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.

The Conflict of Monogamy s
Virgin boy meets virgin girl,
they fall in love, get married, have
sex for the first time on their wed—
ding night, and remain sexually
faithful to each other until death do
them part. Sounds good, right? And
maybe once or twice, in the entire
history of the human race, it actu—
ally happened.
Idealized visions of human
sexuality such as this one would be
harmless enough, except that they
often form the basis for moralistic

CLUB

attacks on sexual non—conformists,
especially Gay men. So let‘s take
a look at the whole issue of mo—
nogamy, including variations on it
and deviations from it, from a sci—
entific perspective.
Out there in the animal king—
dom, monogamy is connected with
the raising of young: in species
where it takes the combined efforts
of two parents to raise offspring,
stable pair—bonds tend to form. This
is true of many birds, as well as

80‘

$

ALL THE BEST DANCE MUSIC FROM THE 80‘
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT

some species of primates and ro—
ter—quality offspring than those pro—
dents. The reason is clear enough: — duced by her own mate.
if one parent deserts, the offspring
In human societies all kinds of
will probably die, so evolution only
sexual arrangements have cropped
perpetuates the genes of animals "up, from free love to the harem sys—
that are faithful.
tem, but the dominant pattern has
Behind the proper facade of been social monogamy. As with
these "monogamous" relation—
many species, a goodly fraction of
ships, however, a lot of hanky—
all human children — about 10 per—
panky goes on. This has been
cent of children in the contempo—
studied by researchers who analyze
rary U.S., according to some
the DNA of families of animals in
estimates — are not the biological
the wild. Among most species of children of their "social fathers."
"monogamous" birds, for example,
In general, men are more eager to
it turns out that something like 15
sleep around than women, for the
percent of the offspring are fa—
biological reasons just mentioned,
thered by an outsider male. In some
but women are willing enough to
species, however, such as tamarin
make the game worth playing.
monkeys and prairie voles, all the
An extra wrinkle arises in hu—
young are truly the offspring of man sexuality, however, because
both members of the pair. Thus,
humans have gone further than
biologists distinguish between "so—
most animals in separating sex
cial monogamy," which involves
from reproduction. In evolutionary
pair—bonding without sexual exclu—
terms it seems truly bizarre that
sivity, and "sexual monogamy,"
humans would be willing to expend
which is sexually exclusive.
great efforts and take great risks to
The willingness of males to
have sex outside their established
sleep around is well understood in
partnerships, but would then make
an evolutionary context: sex is so
the sex non—reproductive by the use
"cheap" for a male that it‘s well
of condoms, the penetration of non—
worth it for the chance of produc—
reproductive orifices or the choice
ing some extra offspring. Why a
of partners of the same sex. Evi—
pair—bonded female would be will—
dently, the evolutionary process
ing to have sex with a stranger is
has been hi—jacked by the interven—
much less clear, because such a fe—
tion of the mind — something that
male is already producing about as
we‘ll probably see a lot more of in
many offspring as she can. The
the next million years.
usual thinking is that females hope
Gays and Lesbians are at least
to have sex with a genetically "su—
as diverse in their relationships as
perior" male who can produce bet—
heterosexual people. But because

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim

homosexuality eliminates the battle
of the sexes, marked differences in
styles of partnering have evolved.
No longer restrained by the reluc—
tance of women to have sex with
them, Gay men tend to have more
lifetime sex partners, including
much more casual sex, than do het—
erosexual men. Gay men, in effect,
come closer to achieving what
straight men would like to achieve.
Lesbians, on the other hand, have
on average relatively few life—time
sex partners — even if we have to
acknowledge the feats of some in—
dividual Lesbians such as the ad—
mirable Pat Califia, author of
Macho Sluts and Doing It For
Daddy.
Of course, many Gay men do
seek and find Mr. Right, or a se—
quence of Mr. Rights, and settle
down in lifetime or serial mo—
nogamy. These partnerships can be
sexually exclusive by agreement,
or non—exclusive by agreement or
by deceit. If the partnership is non—
reproductive, one might imagine
that the pressure for sexual exclu—
sivity would vanish, but often it
doesn‘t. Presumably the desire for
exclusivity among Gays is either a
hangover from our heterosexual
evolutionary origins, or a practical
issue connected with fear of deser—
tion or disease.
I don‘t think it‘s demeaning to
Gay men to acknowledge that ten—
sions and conflicts do arise around
issues of monogamy. Scientifi—
cally, these conflicts are just the
consequence of evolutionary
trends. But to solve them may re—
quire re—establishing a moral sense
— not the imposition of outmoded
heterosexual standards but the de—
velopment ofa code that is relevant
to our own circumstances.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., is well
known for his research on the "Gay
brain." He is author of The Sexual
Brain, City of Friends (with
Elisabeth Nonas), Queer Science,
and the novel Albrick‘s Gold. He
may
be
reached
at
SLeVay@aol.com. For more
Queer Science, visit www.Gay.net
or http://members.aol.com/slevay.
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best to influence the casting pro—
cess up front, lobbying for baby—
faced megastar Leonardo DiCaprio
<to fill Lestat‘s cape if a planned In—
terview sequel comes to fruition.

: Deep Inside

by Romeo San Vicente

Showtime‘s Got Milk
~ First
Showtime is beating rival HBO
to the punch, announcing its own
Harvey Milk project, which will
star and be executive produced by
Wings alum Tim Daly. Shooting
begins this month in Toronto on
Execution of Justice, which fea—
tures Daly (who most recently
played Paul Rudd‘s ex in The Ob—
ject of My Affection) as San Fran—
cisco supervisor Dan White, who
murdered fellow supervisor Milk
(the city‘s first openly Gay elected
official) and San Francisco mayor
George Moscone in 1978.
No word yet on whether this
news jeopardizes a planned HBO
movie on Milk from openly Gay
producers Neil Meron and Craig
Zadan. But the duo isn‘t hard up
for work. They are exec producing
Double Platinum for ABC, set to
air during the May sweeps. Leg—
endary diva Diana Ross and R&B
chart—topper
Br. a nd —y
(Moesha) will
play mother
and daughter
in the movie
and will con—
tribute
six
new ~songs.
The storyline
centers
on
~s
character‘s
reconciliation
with
her
daughter,
whom
she
abandoned as
a baby for fear
that the child
would impede
her path to
Tim Daly
stardom. The
mother, now a
singing legend, makes peace with
her now 18—year—old daughter and
helps jump—start her budding sing—
ing career. Problems arise when
their kinship becomes public.
Cruising the
Courthouse
Fresh off a half—million dollar
settlement from a London tabloid
which claimed her husband was
Gay and their marriage a farce,
Nicole Kidman said the first couple
of Scientology isn‘t finished. She
recently told an interviewer that
their successful lawsuit is a harbin—
ger of further legal action, adding
they will sue any publication or
person who claims Cruise‘s missile
goes in anything but a female.
Kidman says their children are now

of school age and should be pro—
tected from
such specula—
tion, which
she reiterates
is
totally
false. I just
hope
this
doesn‘t give
Jodie Foster
any ideas.
Fatherhood
Is openly
Gay
actor
R u p e Tt
Everett cruis—
ing
for
chicks? Ru—
mor has it that
indeed he is,
Nicole Kidman
but the Best
Eriend" s
Wedding co—star isn‘ t interested in
"changing teams." Instead, he‘s
looking for someone to help con—
ceive a child. It seems Everett and
his partner are
having trouble
adopting a baby
in England.
Meanwhile,
Everett‘s_ pal
Madonna long
ago severed her
romantic ties
with personal
trainer (and as—
piring
actor)
Carlos Leon, but
Lourdes‘ father
insists he has an
active role in
bringing
up
baby. Leon has
surfaced to dis—
miss rumors that
he was paid
$300,000
by
Madonna
to
"disappear"after
Lourdes‘ birth.

ABBA‘s Back....Again
Reclusive ABBA members
Bjorn Ulvaeus and Benny
Andersson are no longer distanc—
ing themselves from their success—
ful past, reuniting
to bring their
band‘s story to a
stage. The musi—
cal will trace the
band‘s rise from
their "humble be—
ginnings" in Swe—
den through their
multi—platinum
success in the
‘70s. Upto 25
ABBA songs will
be included in the
production. No:
truth to the rumor
that Ace of Base
is planning a
similar stage ret—
Grou.
rospective of their
career.

Carsey—Werner will produce the
show, which is being developed by
Roseanne scribe Eric Gilliland.
ABC and NBC are both interested
in picking up the series, which will
be set in Chicago.
Reports that Nathan Lane‘s
sitcom, Encore, Encore! is in dan—
ger of cancellation have been but—
tressed by the show‘s being
benched during the highly competi—
tive November sweeps. The‘sitcom
is tentatively scheduled to return in
December, but its days are indeed
numbered.
Sean P. Hayes, who played Gay
in— Billy‘s Hollywood Screen Kiss
and stars as Will‘s flaming pal in
NBC‘s Will and Grace, is dodging
questions about his own sexuality
(paging Nathan Lane). Hayes says
the fact that his career is just start—
ing makes it necessary to remain
coy about his bedtime preferences,
though are appearances ever this
deceiving?

NBC‘ top—rated ER is adding a
second Gay character to its cast,
joining Jorja Fox‘s Dr. Maggie
Doyle. Resident nurse Takata Osh,
played by Gedde Watanabe {76
Candles‘ Long Duc Dong) reveals
in an upcoming episode that he is.
queer, making him the only Gay
Asian—American character cur—
rently on television.
And finally, talk of a Three‘s
Company reunion was squashed
when John Ritter, who played a
straight man posing Gay to live in
a cramped apartment with two an—
noying chicks, says he‘ d rather kill
himself than bring Jack Tripper
back to the small screen. I under—
stand the feeling.
Romeo San Vicente, who threat—
ens to sue any media outlet that
claims he is Gay, can b: reached
care of this publication or at
RSVicente@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www. Gay.net or popcorng.com.

| the Sting in Memphis ts fladin

The Shower Scene that
Won‘t Die
No, I‘m not talking about
Psycho, but instead the controver—
sial scene in Apt Pupil, which fea—
tured high schoolers in the buff.
Actually, the tame footage that was
included in the movie was re—shot
using actors above the age of 18 (or
at least the ones that showed their
derrieres, with the exception of 16—
year—old star Brad Renfro). But the
filmmakers (namely director Bryan
Singer, who is Gay) are still under
heat for allegedly filming some
teen extras in the nude, against their
will.
The Los Angeles County Dis—
trict Attorney declined to file
charges, but the parents of the un—
derage boys aren‘t giving up, urg—
ing the Screen Actors Guild to hold
an arbitration to settle the contro—
versy. While a SAG representative
has criticized the filmmakers‘ lack
of responsibility, the union hasn‘t
decided whether they‘ll hold a
hearing. Singer, meanwhile, is fi—
nally going ahead with his planned
X—Men movie, based on the popu—
lar comic book. Shooting begins
early next year.

Leo the Bloodsucker
When Tom Cruise was cast as
the Vampire Lestat
in Interview with a
Tube
Vampire, novelist
News
Anne Rice loudly
There
voiced her displea—
are lots of
sure with the deci—
TV items
sion,
only
to
to report,
amend her criti—
including
cism after the film
the wel—
was a success,
co me
praising the per—
news that
formance by the
the de—
"heterosexual
lightful
hunk." But it
—a n
seems
she‘s
changed her mind. This time, Rice * Cusack (In and Out) will be star—
ring in her own sitcom for the 1999
(busy promoting her latest novel,
fall season. Mega—producers
The Vampire Armand,) is doing her

GAY &

LESBIAN

RADIO

Radio like you‘ve never seen before!

Discover

Grown

the

Jewel

of Late Night!
He‘s New!..He‘s Fresh!..He‘s Live!
JOHN O‘NEIL
The Queen ofthe airwaves!
From class to crass in the blick of a lie]

Monday — Friday

Midnight — 3 AM

— Triangle Broadcasting

Sponsored locally by
J—Wag‘s, Autumn St. Pub
and Gateway Travel
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It‘s Now on WOWW
Submitted by
WOWW A.M. 1430 Radio
Are you ready for the...
Queegeen of the Airwaves?
Triangle Broadcasting‘s contro—
versial talk show Camp Radio,
hosted by John O‘Neil, has invaded
the Memphis airwaves with its
unique brand of Gay—friendly en—
tertainment.,
John has opened the closet and
let it all hang out, inviting every—
one in the City of Blues to tune into
WOWW, 1430 on the AM dial, to
experience camp radio at its
campiest.
The self—styled "Queeeen of the
Airwaves," has the nerve to say on
the air what most of us are only
thinking. John truly lives up to his
title, making this the campiest talk
show on the airwaves. He has the

*

To

On December 1st

See

knack of putting a lavender and
laughable spin on ever aspect of life
in the gay 90s — from grocery
shopping to romance.
Camp Radio is the talk of the
town in Seattle, Tacoma and the
great northwest, where John has a
mixed following of campers both
Gay and straight who regularly call
him and join in the Gay—friendly
rivalry. You, too, can air your
views by calling in at 1—888—NOW
RADIO. It‘s a free call, so why
not?
Tune in to WOWW 1430 AM
in Memphis every weekday at mid—
night to hear John O Neil, the
"Queeeen of the Airwaves," dish—
ing dirt from West Hollywood,
Calif.
John O‘Neil can be reached by
e—mail
at
CampRadio@
trianglebroadcasting.com.

our community will gather
the

to share
Songs of Hope

Stars

instead

Treatment

of

Words of Compassion and

Continued from page 14

Stories of Courage

the

matically reduce the amount of vi—
rus in their bodies.
One hurdle is systematically
eliminating all of HIV‘s hiding
places, a task that might require more
time and additional drugs.
Another question is whether new

Tuesday, December 1 at 7:30 pm
Mount Olive Cathedral, CME

_

538 Linden Avenue o 527—8292

Theme:

Night at the Disco

ACROSS
1 Fraternity letter
4 Comedian Clinton
8 Heavy petter, and then some
14 A long time between dates?
15 List—shortening abbr.
16 Shirley‘s Terms of
Endearment role
17 Bitch‘s comment
18 Diana Ross‘s Gay anthem
20 Some Tchaikovsky works
22 Take a whack at
23 "Bar Room Buddies"
singer Haggard
24 Celibate brother
25 Where pigs play
26 Gloria Gaynor‘s Gay anthem
31 What you shout after getting it
32 The Gay ‘90s, for one
33 "So what ___ is new?"
36 The Weather Girls‘ Gay anthem
41 Slave, to a watersports
enthusiast?
42 Whisper sweet nothings
43 69 minus 13, to Caesar
45 Abba‘s Gay anthem
50 Derek and Diddley
53 Amor ending
54 Miltie of drag
55 Like Sodom and Gomorrah
58 Result in
60 Sister Sledge‘s Gay anthem
62 ___ out (decide
to withdraw)
64 Syllables preceding "I can‘t
hear you!"
lube
65 Kind of
gon
e
p
S edwa
66 ___

67 Foxy to the max
68 Gayness determiner, probably
69 Queen‘s fast transport
DOWN
=
1 Princess perturber
2 Engage in heavy S&M, maybe
3 Make really sore
4 He had a nude scene in The Piano
5 "Ma, He‘s Making Eyes __"
6 Tic
(preludes to a kiss?)
7 "Do Ya" band
8 Drink under an umbrella?
9 Em, to Dorothy
10 ___ to merge (libido)
11 Hangs over one‘s head
12 Ejaculate
13 Down—at—the—heels
19 Sometime cross—dresser Albert
21 Not in the pink
23 One without a Woody?
24 Essayist Bacon
27 Where buoy meets buoy
28 Spoon—bender Geller
29 Cuke, e.g.
30 It‘s big, hard, and nice to lis under
34 Picky people?
35 They get stuffed and licked
37 It gets laid on the front lawn
38 Genetic stuff
39 You‘ll get a charge out of it
40 Christmas party concoction
44 Hero follower
46 Without all the cream, perhaps
47 ___ rug (dance)
48 Marilyn, for one
49 Siegfried‘s link with Roy?

I_
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my

14

15

17

18
20

far
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g
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24

26
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21

32

|28

30
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38

haw

39
47
46
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43
48
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54

f
60

62

6A

be

67

69

50 Responds to Longtime
Companion
51 Partners star Ryan
52 Like lizards

[13

16

21

50

immune cells can be infected by the
virus as it is flushed out of its hiding
places — in effect, whether the ag—
gressive treatment might inadvert—
ently continue the disease cycle.
"In some patients, you might
eradicate the virus," said Dr. Roger
Pomerantz ofThomas Jefferson Uni—
versity in Philadelphia. "In others, the
virus may be activated and infect new
cells."

56 Dies ___ (Requiem Mass hymn)
57 They‘re long and slippery
58 "I‘ll call you," e.g.
59 Panache

T3
(0
D
<a
©

=
63
~~

61 Out or Genre, for short
63 He‘s a babe
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Hate

Crimes Conference: A Look Back to the

by Ira L. King
Staff Writer
In the aftermath of a drunken
birthday party in 1997 Garnett
P. Johnson, Jr.‘s body was tied
to a white cross and burned
alive. He was then decapitated.
Early in 1998 a man walking
along a road in Jasper, Tex., was
picked up by two men in a truck.
His body was dragged alive
along the highway until he was
dead. The body was then dis—
membered. And just a few
weeks ago Matthew Shepard‘s
severely beaten body was tied
to a fence post in Laramie, Wyo.
in freezing weather and left to
die. The first two men were
black. The third was white and
Gay. All three were victims of
hate crimes.
On Fri., Oct. 23, 1998, United
States Attorney for the Western
District of Tennessee, Veronica
F. Coleman, convened a confer—
ence on hate crimes at the
Fogelman Center at the Univer—
sity of Memphis. The confer—
ence, titled "From Hatred to
Healing," drew men and women
from many walks of life. There
were clergy (though not nearly
enough), various social service
agencies and coalitions repre—
sented. Roughly 200 people
came to discuss and learn about
hate crimes in the state of Ten—
nessee in general and the city of
Memphis in particular.
And what is a hate crime?
According to the U.S. Depart—
ment
of.
Justice‘ s—
A
Policymaker‘s Guide to Hate
Crimes any offense motivated
by hatred against a victim based
on his/her race, religion, sexual
orientation, handicap, ethnicity
or national origin is a hate crime.
Most hate crimes are commit—
ted not by members of an orga—
nized hate group but by indi—
vidual citizens. This is true in
all the cases listed above.
So what‘s the big deal? The
guide points out that "a single
hate crime has the power to send
a broad ripple of fear and dis—
comfort across a community. A

"skinhead" who paints a swas—
tika on the wall of a synagogue
has not merely committed an act
of vandalism, he has communi—
cated a message of ethnic loath—
ing to everyone within eyeshot,
whether Jew or Gentile. He has
scrawled a symbol that for many
observers will invoke memories
of
concentration
camps,
Kristalnacht, the Holocaust and
World War II — a symbol that
has galvanized and inspired
dread among individuals and
nations for more than 60 years."
The opening film gave a
broad overview of hate crimes
in America. Attorney Coleman

Gandhi Institute for Nonvio—
lence, headquartered at Chris—
tian Brothers University. Mr.
Ghandi pointed out that some
believe hatred and prejudice are
birthrights. He noted that "rights
come from responsibilities, not
the other way around." In speak—
ing of Matthew Shepard he
pointed out that "Matthew is
dead. We must now focus our
attention on potential victims."
In other words, leaving behind
(but not forgetting) the atroci—
ties of the past, we must look to
a more just future.
Susan Mackenzie, a local at—
torney who happens to be a Les—

and other law enforcement offi—
cials gave the legal view of hate
crimes and their roles in help—
ing to combat such. Later, in
small group discussions, we
were able to get to the nitty gritty
as to why and if such crimes ex—
ist in Memphis, Tenn. After lis—
tening to invited panelists relate
their experiences with hate
crimes and hate—crime victims,
we adjourned to small groups to
get a bird‘s eye view of what‘s
happening around us.
It was during my small group
session that I heard one man self—
righteously say that if it weren‘t
for all these single family
homes, we wouldn‘t have hate
crimes. What an incredibly stu—
pid son—of—a—bitch. I looked on
his name badge and quickly sur—
mised that he belongs to that
radical right—wing Christian fun—
damentalist group known as the
Christian Right (Wrong!). He re—

bian, spoke eloquently regard—
ing hate crimes. She stated that
there is no "ambiguity" to hate
crimes. ‘"These crimes have spe—
cific targets. A crime may not

ally pissed me off. I quickly and
aggressively pointed out to him
that it‘s not the number of par—
ents in a family that make for a
good upbringing, but the qual—
ity, character and dedication of
the parent(s) that make the dif—
ference in the content of the
character of any individual
whether straight, Gay, Black or
white.
Perhaps the most profound
presence at the conference was
that of Arun Ghandi fifth grand—
son of Mohandas K. Ghandhi He
was there representing the MK.

Thursday Nights
7:30 p.m.
Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church

have started out as a hate crime,

bite that—itches. To tolerate is to
imply that there is something in—
herently wrong with an indi—
vidual that society must learn to
put up with in order to function
successfully. As Gays and Les—
bians we do not seek merely to
be tolerated. Instead, we seek to
be elevated to that level of hu—
manness that is afforded every
American under the laws of God
as written in the Bible and the
statutes of man as written in our
constitution. Anything less is
unacceptable.
The conference was eye—
opening. The press was there.
The law was there. Those who

but if it ends as a hate crime,
then it is a hate crime." She
rightly pointed out that Lesbi—
ans and Gays are the third larg—
est target group in the United
States, yet less than half our
states have hate crime statutes
on the books. "Gays and Lesbi—
ans are the last group deemed
socially acceptable to publicly
harass," she acknowledged.
"Regardless of where the hate
is directed and who the victim
we need to do something as a
community."
One concept that kept creep—.
ing into almost everyone‘s vo—
cabulary was "tolerance."

have been hurt by hate crimes
were there. Those who hope to

Someone has the mistaken idea
that Gays and Lesbians want to
be tolerated. Wrong! You toler—
ate a crying baby or a mosquito

***‘k*‘k*<k***
K4
XFXShe Other

help were there. Those who
choose to engage in hate crimes
were not there.

December ‘98
B.Y.0O.B.
ID Required
Drive A Little
Party A LOT !

‘k‘ﬂX4 %g 4s**""
Everyone‘s Welcome at The Other Side !!!
Happy Holidays to Everyone.
We hope that they will befull of
Joy & Happiness 111

,}
,|

Saturday December 12, 1998
The Other Side will host their annual Christmas Benefit for
Human Beings Care — Their will be a lot of great talent that
night. Come Out and support this worthy cause, so that
all of the Children can have a wonderful Christmas.

3; Call for Details and Table.
Reservation Information."
FrldayDecember 31, 1998

Gay/Lesbian
Square Dancing

Future

Brmgin the New Year with you Family and Friends at
The Other Side. Let‘s PARTY like it‘s 1999 111
3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—868—3749

(Security)

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)

Walker & Mynders
(Near University of Memphis)
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MempHiis
Place

your

works in television, like din—

SHY BUT FUN—LOVING 42—
year—old WM, 6‘, 195 lbs,
hairy chest, likes movies,
videos, partying and trying
new experiences. Give me a

ing out, going out, travel,

call.

quiet evenings at home and
theater. Looking for some—

Looking for a hot
(Greenville) #16994

one who‘s a top for a rela—

WANNA JERK OFF? WM,

tionship.

6‘,

READY FOR A RELATION—
SHIP GWM, 32, 6‘, 200 lbs,

open.

Race

and

(Johnson

age
City)

#19317
KING OF THE JUNGLE 30—
year—old WM, 510", 165 lbs,

(Memphis)

NEW TO THIS Bottom WM,
to the lifestyle. Looking for
someone who can take of
me in all ways. (Nashville)
#18968

sage.
#16941

25, for
#10007

fun.

(Memphis)

A MAN‘S MAN 28—year—old
Gay Male, 6‘2", 210 lbs, into
sports and working out.
Seeks Men for Man—to—Man
fun. (Johnson City) #16635
1 NEED A LONG—TERM
RELATIONSHIP 43—year—

28, 5°8", 200 lbs, looking for

old Single Male, 5°6", 160

a masculine Guy, 25—40,

lbs, seeks Men, 30—50, for
long—term
relationship.
(Savanna) #16244

of the time and wants a rela—
tionship.

(Clarkesville)

#18958
MAN OF MY DREAMS Very
open—minded

GWM,

18,

57", 157 lbs, brown/brown,
likes

shopping,.

camping,

movies,

picnicking

and

going out on dates. Looking
for

a

tanned,

muscular,

smootn Guys 18—25, to be
the Man of my dreams. If
this is you, give me a call.
(Columbia) #15160
MOSTLY A TOP Middle—
aged WM, mostly a top,
interested in meeting a mid—
dle—aged Male for oral sex.
(Chattanooga) #18726
A BIT SKEPTICAL | was
just going through the per—
sonals and | don‘t really
think these things work. If
you think you can prove me
wrong, leave me a message
so I| can tell you about
myself. (Dixon) #18491

your credit card
to access our
system.
1—800—716—2868 :a:

(Chattanooga)

ARE YOU A TOP? GWM,

who likes to be on top most

number and use

looking for a similar Male, for
some fun. Leave me a mes—

looking for another smooth,

38, dark/blue, smooth, new

Call our toll free

145 lbs, brown/hazel,

mature, outgoing BM, 27,
510", 230 lbs, n/s, looking
for a well—endowed BM, over

#19323

1—800—546—MENN

New
Buock—or—Tme Feature

top

BOTTOM SEEKS TOP Very

big ticklish feet. (Memphis)

ad

#16989

Tarzan type, works out a lot,
jock type Guy, over 6‘, with

FREE

PersonaLs

GETTING DOWN TO THE
POINT Middle aged White
Male, interested in younger
White Men for friendship and
sex. (Knoxville) #16056
MAKE
ME
SUBMIT
Submissive bottom Male,
37, 5111", 198 Ibs. Seeks
dominant, top Men to make
me submit to your wishes,
for friendship and possible
relationship.
(Nashville)
#14887
1 NEED THE REAL THING
41—year—old White Female,
into sports and whatever
else. Seeks White Females,
with children and into sports,
for long—term relationship.
(Nashville) #16068
YOU‘LL LEARN MORE
Honest, sincere Gay Black
Male, 26, medium build.
Seeks other Gay Black
Males, 21—30, in the area, for .
fun
and
good
times.
(Chattanooga) #15899

LITTLE
BOY
BLUE
Attractive White Male, 49, 6‘,
185 lbs. Little boy blue, | lost
my horn, if you‘re 39—59, and
have a pretty horn to prac—
tice on 4 times a month.
(Fayette County) #15720
1
NEED ALL YOUNG
BLACK MEN SGM, seeks
very discreet, young, well
built BM, 21—26, to meet and
get to know. (Columbia)
#15347
I LOVE BEING NUDE 53—
year—old GWM, 6‘, 170 lbs,
in search of another Man to
have a good time with.
(Nashville) #14859
GENTLY FIRM Committed
SWM, mid 40s, 61", 200 Ibs.
Seeks dedicated, submis—
sive Males. All limits respect—
ed. (Nashville) #14934
SOMEONE INTERESTED?
Attractive, slender GAM, 33,
511", 170 lbs, HIV+, finan—
cially secure.
Seeks the
same for fun and friendship
(Nashville) #13481
GIVE ME A CALL Sexy
WM, 30, 510", 155 lbs.
Smooth, hot body. Seeks
masculine Men, 20—35, body
hair. (Nashville) #14829
JUST LIKE ME Down—to—
earth BM, 6‘1", 167 lbs,
enjoys movies and bowling.
Seeks other straight—acting
BM, down—to—earth, for fun
and
more.
(Nashville)
#14768
STOCKY, DISCREET, GSM,
30, 6‘, 200 Ibs.
Seeks
straight—acting
Men, for
friendship and possible rela—
tionship.
(Columbia)
#14412

A LONG WAY Honest, sin—
cere GWPM, 5510", 190 lbs,
versatile, above average
looks,
cut
endowment,
down—to—earth. Seeks GW,
L, H and Italian M, sincere,
down—to—earth,
well
endowed, uncut, for friend—
ship and possible LTR.
(Nashville) #12999
CALL IF THIS IS YOU:
GWM seeks one or more
masculine, well endowed
BM, for a good time.
(Columbia) #10021
THE RIGHT PRICE Looking
for a M in the area. Give me
a call and we‘ll have a good
time..(Nashville) #13399
BREAK OUT THE PUMPS
Married WM, seeks TS and
TV to do what she wants to
do. Let‘s play. (Nashville)
#13377
LOOKING FOR ANSWERS
Bi—curious WM, late 30s,
seeks attractive, submissive
bottoms. | want to see what
life is like on the other side of
the
fence.
(Nashville)
#13387

HOT HUNG TOPS Hot, sub—
missive, leather bottom, 130
lbs, small. Seeks hot, hung
tops in the area. The more
the merrier. (Johnson City)
#12724
INTELLIGENT nice looking,
young M, seeks someone
with the same qualities as |
have. (Memphis) #12236

ALABAMA
DOMINATION IN BIRMING—
HAM Attractive cute WM,
510", 170 lbs, bottom, look—
ing to hook up with someone
foursome light domination.
(Birmingham) #19437

ACTION Hairy M, 40, 6‘4",
195 lbs, good build. Seeks
M for companionship and
some action. (Nashville)
#11946

SERIOUS BUT FUN Italian
WM,.
175
Ins,

MUST BE NATURAL Well
endowed, sincere GWPM,
42, 510", 190 lbs, honest
and down—to—earth. Seeks
well endowed GH, W or L M,
for friendship and possibly
more. (Nashville) #11807

side.
Race
open.
(Birmingham) #18351

WORKOUT
EVERYDAY
Professional GWM, with a
very toned body, likes to go
to clubs and works out
everyday.
I‘m looking for
someone to hang out with.
Let me know. (Nashville)
#11749
‘M FUN TO BE AROUND
I‘m a 27 year—old Italian
Man, 62", 235 lbs, HIV+,
clean shaven and looking for
a top Man who wants a long
term relationship. (Memphis)
#11024
VERY HAIRY GWM HIV+
GM, 59", 180 lbs, great
shape, brown/blue, enjoys
swimming, biking, hiking,
dancing and quiet times.
Seeks someone drug and
alcohol—free.
—— (Nashville)
#19821
35—YEAR—OLD BM seeks
GM, 25—50, who like mastur—
bating, oral sex and fun in
bed. (Memphis) #10012

GRAB IT WHILE YOU CAN
Bi—curious WM, 39, 59", 210
lbs. Seeks slender, smooth
Bi or Gay Males, 18—45, to
go to the movies and maybe
more. (Nashville) #13591

CHUNKY This WM, 28
years old, 5°7", chunky, likes
many things. I‘m a feminine
bottom who is looking for a
top,
masculine
Man.
(Nashville) #10992

VERY FRIENDLY, HIV+
GAPM, 33, 5510", 170 lbs,
seeks the same. (Nashville)
#12077

CROSS—DRESSING I‘m a
22 year old, BM who is look—
ing for cross dresser or
Transvestites in the area.
(Nashville) #11099

FIRST TIMER Looking for a
Man who will teach me for
my first time experience.
(Cookeville) #12387

FUN, HOT TIMES I‘m look—
ing for Guys in the area for
hot, fun times. (Memphis)
#11033

dark/dark,
outgoing,

energetic, fun,
seeking.
well—

grounded Man, with a wild

ALL YOU HAVE 28—year—old
Gay Male, into movies,
cooking and quiet times at
home. Seeks anyone who
would love to meet me.
(Decatur) #16568
‘LL SHOW YOU A GOOD
TIME! Attractive, well built
White Male, seeks well
endowed White Men for fun.
(Birmingham) #16563
TAKE ME IN! Nice—looking
Black Male, 21, into shop—
ping and traveling. Seeks
nice, masculine Men to take
care of me. (Birmingham)
#15432
LET ME SHOW YOU WHAT
I HAVE TO OFFER Very Bi—
curious
WM,
5.6
brown/brown, enjoys out—
doors and movies. Seeks
other hot Men who will show
me the ropes. Must be hon—
est, sincere and understand—
ing. (Birmingham) #17721

ARE YOU MAN
ENOUGH?
4200 305 ,6
1—900—976—7447
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s
612—373—9783

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages.

AM 071,10—26—98 fh

MemphHis
Place
JUST A LITTLE KINKY
Attractive GM, 40, interested
in feet and kink. Seeks open
~ minded, discreet Guys into
feet and a little kink.
(Birmingham) #14292
JUST LOOKING Lonely
BM, 40, 6‘1", 200 lbs.
Seeking friends and lovers.
(Birmingham) #11273
NOT FAR FROM HOME
Good—look
GM,
28,
blonde/hazel, hairy and dis—
creet, seeking other M in the
area. (Birmingham) #13902
NEW TO AREA Young Guy
seeking nice Guy for good
times and to show me
around.
(Birmingham)
#1951
ARKANSAS
BOTTOM ISO TOP GWM,
31, 62", blonde/blue, bottom
with foot fetish, who knows
what he wants. Seeking top.
If interested, drop me a line.
(Fayetteville) #17108
VERY SERIOUS 38—year—
old GM, 5°9", 180 lbs, beard
and mustache. Seeks bot—
toms in the area, 25—40, no
bar flies or head games.
Serious replies only. (Ft.
Smith) #15467
ONLY ONE THING BM,
510", 173 lbs, enjoys walks
in the park and looking for
something serious with a
person who‘s honest, able to
be themselves. (Pine Bluff)
#14226
HAIRY
40—YEAR—OLD
MALE 6‘ with hairy chest
and legs, looking for good
times, friendship, movies
and quiet nights at home.
(Little Rock) #4105
KENTUCKY
GAY AND UNASHAMED
Masculine,
professional
GWM, 26, 6‘, 175 lbs,
dark/green, looking for Guys
in Louisville who like to party
and have a good time.
(Louisville) #19245

your

FREE

NICE—LOOKING, EASYGO—
ING GUY WM, 32, 59", 170
lbs, brown/hazel, not into the
bar scene, enjoys going for
walks, horseback riding and
spending time with my
dogs.Looking for someone I
can have a conversation and
have fun with, for friendship
and
maybe
more.
(Louisville) #19037

PEeRrsonaLs

ad

1—800—546—MENN

There are many more ads
available on the system.
Use the browse option
next time you
call...
1—900—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

LET ME DO IT Romantic,
top Gay Male, into honesty,
romantic movies and the
clubs. Seeks honest top
Men who will accept the
things I| have to offer.
(Jackson) #15909

PLEASE CALL. 22—year—old
GM, looking for someone to
get to know and possibly
start a relationship with.
(Louisville) #19079
SMOOTH
AND
WELL—
ENDOWED
Attractive
GWM, 33, 5°6", 135 lbs,
dark/dark, smooth and well—
endowed. Looking for mas—
culine Guys, 25—35, HW, for
friendship, fun, dating and
possible
relationship.
(Louisville) #18973
WANNA RIDE? Looking for
a fun—loving cowboy, who
likes going to rodeos,
movies and riding horses.
Friendship first and possibly
more. (Louisville) #15338
YOUNG ENERGETIC GUY
Real Man of respect and
standards, well—groomed,
well—built, likes to dance,
liven things up, take long
walks
and
be
surprised.Seeking someone
who‘s energetic, talkative,
well—groomed,
respects
themselves, has high self
esteem and wants to get
ahead in life. (Madison
Field) #18574
COME
AND
GET
IT
Bisexual White Male, 40,
5‘10", 155 lbs. Seeks dis—
creet bisexual White Males,
30s—50s, for some hot
bondage action. (Louisville)
#16713
ARE YOU READY? Bottom,
young, hot Male, 25, seeks
other Gay Males, Black or
White, for a long—term rela—
tionship. (Frankfort) #16505
VERY, VERY GOOD TIME
Good—looking,
discreet
DWM, 30, bisexual. Seeks
hairy, masculine WM, up to
40, for friendship and possi—
ble relationship. (Franklin)
#14970

MANFINDER®
MAN—TO—MAN FUN BM, 29,
185 lbs, enjoys movies and
romantic walks. Seeks the
same, age open. (Louisville)
#14703
SEXUAL ESCAPADES 27—
year—old WM, 6‘1", 193 lbs.
Seeks someone who enjoys
movies, talking and sexual
escapades.
(Paducah)
#14009
BOTH WAYS Hot, horny
GWM bottom seeks tops for
anal
and
oral
sex.
(Louisville) #13682

BREAK ME IN SWM, 34,
6‘1", 190 lbs, looking for
someone for a first time
experience.
Interested?
Then leave me a message.
(Carthage) #18604

VERY ACTIVE GWM, look—

ing for safe sex. I‘m a bot—
tom, very sexually fun and

looking for a top Man.
very

sexually

I‘m

active.

(Louisville) #11068
HOT AND HORNY I‘m a hot
and horny, Gay bottom Man
who loves oral and anal sex.
I want to find me a well hung
top Man for lots of hot fun.
(Louisville) #10890

IN TOWN SOON Fun—lov—
ing, easygoing Gay White
Male, 32, 6‘4", into the out—
doors. Seeks friendship and
possible relationship with a
muscular, well endowed top.
(Jackson) #15784
I WANT SOMEONE OLDER
Young, thin Man, 6‘2", 160
Ibs, into the movies and out—
doors. Seeks older Men for
friendship and possibly
more. (Jackson) #14949

JUST TO TALK Bi—curious
M, looking to talk to attrac—
tive, straight—acting Bi Guys
who are curious, to talk on

WOMYNFINDER®

the phone and have a possi—
ble sexual
relationship.
(Madisonville) #13364
KICK BUTT PERSONAL
TY All around HM, 19, 62".
Seeks anyone, 25—35, for
friendship and a possible
relationship.
#11936

Call

now to

plek

vour [Pass addy

(Louisville)

HAVE DARK FEATURES?
Good looking SWPM, bot—
tom, looking for a Man who
is between the ages of 20—
30 with dark features and a
hairy chest. Please be good
looking and a masculine top.
(Elizabeth) #11727
VERY SEXUALLY ACTIVE
This GWM is looking for
other GWM for fun and
friendship.
I‘m a hot and
horny bottom who is looking
for a top. (Tucson) #11028

Customer Service612
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browse
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|
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97644W

WORK WITH ME SWM, 185
lbs, 5‘11". Seeks someone
easygoing and likes to have
fun, for friendship. (Jackson)
#14237
CHILL OUT SBM, 145 lbs,
57", medium build. Seeks
someone to chill out with
and get to know. (Jackson)
#12737
ONE AT A TIME GWM, 45
years old, 54", ‘29 lbs,
enjoys the ocean, travel and
nature.
| want to meet
someone for a monogamous
long—term
relationship.
(South Haven) #11756
MEET MY DEMANDS Siim,
36 year old GWM, 510", 150
lbs, looking for a GWM who
is between the ages of 38—
54 for a long term relation—
ship. You must be a top and
generous.
Meet my
demands and I‘ll meet yours.
(Jackson) #11101
FUN IN THE SUN Smooth,
good—looking M, 32, 510",
170 lbs. Seeks other Guys
in the area for some fun
times. (Jackson) #101"
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—com—
mercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
{including address or phone number)
and a $2.00 charge for the use of our
P.O. box. Please specify if you want to
use our P.O. box. Commercial ads are
charged at the rate of 20¢ per word,
$3.00 minimum. Phonenumbers andzip
codes are free. Deadline for ads is the
15th of each month. Send to Triangle
Journal News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN
38111—0485. Classifieds must be sub—
mitted in writing and must include your
name and a telephone number where
you can be reached to verify the ad. If
you would like a copy of the issue in
which your ad appears, please send
$1.00 to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTIONADVERTISERS!! TJNan—
nouncements and classifieds will not au—
tomatically be re—run. Announce—ments
and classifieds must be re—submitted
each month, in writing, by the 15th of the
month.
Bepop & BrEAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
Country club privileges. Greenwood
Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
toric District loop close to downtown shops
& restaurants. Completely renovated for

iro.

sonce

comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.

GrapHics/PHoTocrarpHy.
Bud Bear Illustrations: Pen and ink and
marker erotic sketches of men in leather.
Call 732—5212 for price quotes and size
of picture and mats.
Guipes
Gloryholes List! Best locations in Ten—
nessee to give or get oral satisfaction!
Hot studs, construction workers, college
jocks, heated businessmen, leathermen,
active athletes and other guys are anx—
ious to meet you. Complete list of
Gloryholes mailed back in plain discreet
envelope. Please be 18yo+. To order
your guide(s), send $5.00: Metroplex—
TJN, Box 451781, Los Angeles, CA
90045. Also available: SoCal, NoCal,
Seattle, Chicago, Vegas, Arizona, Den—
ver, New Orleans, Carolina, OH—IN, FL,.
NYC, TX, Kansas City, KS; Philly; MD (at
$5.00 each).
Massage Services
DONT YOU DESERVE THE BEST?
California trained, certified bodyworker
offers therapeutic and sports massage.

3

1*/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Gift certificates also available, Craig 10
a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
—

Escorts
Executive Escorts. Attractive male es—
corts at yourlocation. Major credit cards
accepted. Discretion assured. Call 452—
5322 for an appointment.

|

PERSONALS
Accompanist needed for Sunday morn—
ing services at Safe Harbor MCC. Call
Jim at 454—1949.
Attention Gay white males over 50: Are
you tired of being ignored and turned
down because of your age at the bars,
the movies and the park? Give me a call
andwe‘llhave a good time. We may even
form a club. Remember—If you‘ve been
around the block a few times, atleast you
know your way there and back. Call 683—
2629.
Attractive professional WM, 40s, seek—
ing Bi or straight females, 25—50, any
race or size, for friendship and discreet
encounter. No drugs, no diseases, no
commitment required. Send letter/photo
to: Lynn, P.O. Box 7838, Jackson, TN
38302—0838.
BiWM, 6‘; 210#, married, clean, safe,
discreet, UB2, bottom, seeking top. S.C.,
2310 E. Matthews, A208, Jonesboro,
AR 72401.
Devout Christian, GWM, 41, 6‘3", 225#,
top seeks feminine bottom for lifemate.
Serious only. Call Larry 870—251—4088 or
write 1111 Sherrill Drive, Batesville, AR
72501.
GAY CRUISING!!! Record, listen and
respond to hotpersonalads FREE (18+).
The Confidential Connection® 901—529—
9800 Code : 9006.

f
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S

GWM, 28, seeks GWM, 18—35, who‘sopen,
honest, monogamy—minded, in touch with
himself and sincere about friendship/pos—
sible relationship. If so, call Bryan: 276—
9630. Please, serious replies only!
GWM, 36, 63", 200#, good looking, long
hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy for
romantic lover. Will be waiting to hear from
you.Call anytime(601) 343—5102. MS.
GWM. Age and physicalfeatures alone are
notimportant to me, compared with sharing
an intimate healthiness of mind, body, soul
and spirt, along with creatively exploring
mutualinterests. Seeking to choose friends,
not use them. Prepared to give and to
receive love as a friend, possibly more. If
interested, write to: A.V., P.O. Box 280123,
Memphis, TN 38168. Photo optional. Sin—
cere correspondence answered. Please
state your preferred method of being con—
tacted.
GWP, mid—50s, height & weight proportion—
ate, NS, ND, HIV negative, not into the bar
scene. Enjoymovies, travel, the arts and the
simplepleasuresoflife. Frequentlydescribed
as down—to—earth and a real person. The
person I am seeking must be comfortable
with his sexuality, mature and possess high
personal standards and values. I am only
interested
someone interested in
a potential long—term, monogamous rela—
tionship. Age is not an important factor. Call
after 6 p.m.: 327—3510.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it FREE!
901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.
_

Master ISO Slave. Dominant 35—year—old
W/M, 165#, nice chest hair, looking for a
young, 18—22ish, submissive, smooth bod—
ied, W/M about 140#, with boyish looks and
mannerisms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
Phone: 323—1521—Mr. Paul.
24HOURMEAT! Meetlocalguysdiscreetly
on The Confidential Connection®. Record,
listen and respond to hot personal ads
FREE! (18+) 901—529—9800 Code: 9007.
MEET LOCAL MEN TONIGHT! FREE to
browse & respond to Personal ads. (901)
565—0006 Use Pub. 333 (18+).
MEMPHISMEN!!! 100% Local!!! Meetother
Men in the Memphis area. FREE to Browse
& Respond to Ads. (901) 565—0006 Pub.
334 (18+).
Roommate WantEDp
GWM, 36, good—looking, straight—acting, is
seeking a roommate to move in with. Need
by Jan. 1 or sooner. I am very easy to get
along with and very easy—going. I am very
clean, neat, organized, quiet and I DO work
5 evenings a week so I would not be home
until2 a.m., which makes me aday—sleeper.
When I get home from work, I get on the
intemet and play all night. I am a very good
roommate. References provided. If inter—
ested, call 757—9574 or e—mail me at
aol.com.
Work WantEp
Need help moving anything? Call Mark at
901—373—6147 for price and appointment. If
no answer, leave message on answering
machine. Evenings only, 4 to 8, Mon. thru
Fri. Some weekend work, okay.

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
yea were chosen fl? God

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book.Study
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
«
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings, with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
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MID
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
‘BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Arizona*: 903 South Cooper # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub®*: 1349 Autumn =
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
9321.
Chaos*: 60 South Front = 578—VIBE
(8423).
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—9078.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
# 458—9955.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Leland‘s Pub*: 5538 Summer Ave. =
382—9911.
4
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 #396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
+ MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison = 725—9896.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper # 728—
6535.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
VICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: =

5|26-7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 # 274—8321, 522—8385.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
0168, 274—8658.
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Bluff City Sports Association: Box Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
9928.
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
269—3480.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 = 387—
1921.
'
1567.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
motivation/support/social group. Meets
James Bailey.
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Memphis 38174—1082.
crpegues @ aol.com.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
4F: Leather/Levi group « 3663 Appling
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
Lake Dr., Bartlett 38133.
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or # UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
278—AIDS.
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320— WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
9376.
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
# 678—3339.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm « c/o Cal— — Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd =
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
525—6602.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
phis Lambda Center = 901—427—1500 Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
340 N Garland =. 276—0577.
group therapy. # 323—2078 « Sliding fee
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
scale.
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
335—MAGY
for
info;
316 # 369—6050.
website :www.geocities .
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
com.westhollywood/1772/.
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
767—1066.
Memphis 38111—1094 # 756—2687, e—
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/ Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
memphisbears.
Memphis Center for Reproductive K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
38174 # 324—4297.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
9107.
for 12—step recovery programs » 1488
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527— M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 =
1461, or 327—3676.
767—1066 ext. 42 » Sliding fee scale
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
available.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
Box 111265, Memphis 38111, e—mail: Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—
4055.
"_ support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
«Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052. J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
578—9107.
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822, William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 776
Memphis 38174—1822.
Mt. Moriah # 685—5008.
National Organization for Women
FINANCIAL SERVICES
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
578—3286
or
e—mail /_
at
ing, estate planning = 753—1413.
memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
458—0152.
276—7379 or 454—1414.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant,
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
Smith Barney Inc., 1661 International
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Dr., Ste. 200 #818—4134, 800—227—4146,
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
fax: 818—4233.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
FLORISTS
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
664—6614 for information, e—mail: Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, = 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center # Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Road, Suite 2 = 452—0803.
454—1414.
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Chapel # 458—0501.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter—
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il—
Southern Country Memphis: Country
lustration, web pages, billboards. # 272—
Western Dance Club.
1336
or
e—mail:
Southern Sisters: Support group for o ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
transexual women (male to female) # Barr Photography: Call 12—7 *» Jackie/
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
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Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # Bereavement Express: A unique way to
278—5002.
express your sympathy to family, friends,
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
Biorhythm Charting and Personal Con—
J.W. IHustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
sultations: # 377—7701.
homes # 386—8193.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454— Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
1411.
0521.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behies ®
processing & printing services. Full color
# 743—8945.
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
3760. ~
533—5084.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.
pliance repair # 274—7011.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Hotel) # 726—5910.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285— Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les—
bians, Gays, transvestites & Kings Interior Painting: = 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Co ser, # 272—
transexuals).
2853.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.). Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 324—
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
GAYS *+ 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
11pm.
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An— ~
LINC: = 725—8895.
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
ings « 2228 Central = 725—0049.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274— Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
7477.
f
evenings or weekends.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
Mon.—Sat.).
# 726—6198.
LEGAL SERVICES
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Business: 377—1075.
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # Sanders Facilities, inc.: Catering & party
526—7526 (24 hrs).
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
3998.
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
272—STAR.
N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Tom Webb ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
2170.
806, # 728—4000. .
— TropicalImpressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
LODGING
ing Salon * 3700 S. Mendenhall = 794—
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Re—
3047 or 365—9716.
treat: Nightly/weekly rates on smoking Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
and non—smoking rooms # 377—7701.
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
mail: viadmin @vantek.net.
523—8912.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
ABC A Bodywise Company: Relaxing
therapeutic, full—body massage/sports
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
massage. Biorhythm charting. By ap— Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
pointment. # 377—7701.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas— Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
for movement. By appointment only. #
# 753—6300.
527—2273.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
land Realty: # 377—1057.
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
pany: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380, Fax
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
278—4390.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap—
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
pointment only, male and female # 753—
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
9449.
533—0620.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
TRAVEL
sage by appointment. = 761—7977 or Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Call Kris #
Beeper 575—1230.
387—2083 or 800—861—5111.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
massage by appointment. Please call
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Second # 525—5302.
MEDIA
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
Member International Gay & Lesbian
paper focusing on addictions & recov—
Travel Association # 465—2936.
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
THESE LOCATIONS
Triangle Journal News: Monthly news— Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
paper published by Printers Ink « Box Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
726—5521.
1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail: Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
TJNmemphis@aol.com.
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer =
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
323—0600.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
———_____November
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Adults Only!
Restrictions apply. Certain optional features are $2.49 per minute.
For ACME Customer Service, call: 1—800—445—3002

